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Eye of the tiger 
A tiger from tJo? Ringling Bros. and Barnum " 
Bailey Circus !Jtares down spectators while on 
the way to the Arena. The circus' train 
Staff Photo by Greg Drezcbon 
arriVed Monday. bringing elephants. tigers 
and other cireus commodities to Carbondale 
for Ringling Bros.' Arena show. 
V oter registration turnout is 
'unimpressive,' trustee says 
By William Jason Yong 
Stan Writer 
The campus voter 
registration drive which began 
Monday was characterized by a 
mixture of attitudes. according 
to Stan Irvin. student trustee. 
"I am not impressed with 
these people who didn't care a 
thing about registering to vote." 
Irvin said. "But in mv situation. 
there is always a group which 
takes things for granted." 
Irvin said 179 students 
registered Monday. He expects 
to get about 3.000 registered 
County clerk raps 
no-canvass ruling 
-See Page 2 
during the drive. which lasts 
until Oct. 1. 
"If there's anything that 
bothers me during the first day 
of registration. it is those young 
people who don't care to 
register and who take things for 
granted." Irvin said. 
"The 1982 election will be 
extremely important, par-
ticularly to those interested in 
higher education." he said. "In 
the past year. financial aid has 
decreased and tuition has in-
creased 
Irvin said the budget for 
higher education is determined 
by the legislature. "If the 
legislature does not see people 
react to the hike. the trend is 
likely to continue." he said. 
.. As long as students think 
tt,at voting is not important. the 
legislature will not take their 
opinions into consideration." he 
See VOTER. Page :J 
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By Ginny Lee 
sian Wr-iter 
The SIU -C Division of Con-
tinuing Education, which 
generated $1.25 million last 
year from conferences. needs 
more hotel rooms in Carbondale 
to generate even more, ac-
cording to Robert Ratcliffe. 
division dean. 
Tourism. Ratcliffe said. is one 
of the five largest industries in 
"virtually every state" and 
while other industries have 
been weakened because of the 
economic situation. tourism is 
re~ai~in!e:~r~n\atcliCfe is in 
favor of the proposed con-
ference center in Carbondale 
because it would provide an 
"additional 230 hotel rooms for 
people attending conferences 
arranged by the Continuing 
Education office. 
"The conference center would 
j<!"t explode our potential as 
wen as the whole area ·s." he 
said. 
Currently, the Continuing 
Education office can find 
overnight rooms for groups of 
about 650 people or less during 
the 10 months of the school year. 
During the summer months, 
about 7,000 people can be ac-
commodated overnight at once 
by using the University dor-
mitories, Ratcliffe said. 
Given the amount of space 
available, the University cannot 
even approach groups that are 
larger than about 650 for con-
ferences between August and 
May, he said. 
"If the conference center 
goes, with an additional 230 
bedrooms, that will al\ow us to 
bring in about 1.000 people fur 
ten months of the vear." Rat-
cliffe said. "There are a lot of 
groups that fall into that size 
that we can't even approach 
right now. And there are 
literally hundreds in Illinois." 
Ratcliffe said that right now. 
Chicago and Springfield are 
considered the major sites for 
conferences in the state. A 
conference center in Car-
bondale would attract conferees 
to this area, he said. 
Conference center 
appeal is delayed 
-See Page 16 
"What we're trying to build." 
he said. "is a three-site regional 
location." which would include 
Carbondale. Chicago and 
Springfield. "We've succeeded 
in doing that through most of 
the summer months." he said. 
Professional groups are at-
tracted to this area. Ratcliffe 
,aid. because of the wide range 
of resources that the t:niversitv 
has to offer. In addition. the coSt 
of holding a conference in 
Carbondale is a lot cheaper to 
the individual conferees than 
one held in Chicago. he said 
"It's cheaper - the smaller 
communities simply have a 
different price structure." 
Ratcliffe said. 
While it is estimated that each 
conferee spends about $65 a illIv 
in Carbondale on food. housing. 
souvenirs, refreshments and 
transportation, Ratcliffe said 
the same would cost $300 a dav 
in Chicago. -
Inflation has taken its toll on 
conferences in the sense that 
groups are scheduling their 
meetings closer to home in 
order to save on traveling ex-
penses. Ratcliffe said. 
"If there's any benefit to the 
Midwest." he said_ "it's that 
people are staying closer to 
See CENTER, Page :J 
gus _ 
'Bode ',R ~~~ 
.'?ti 
tillS says ii &J1d wne .. ine city's 
Conference Center gets going. 
maybe it will l'mpty enough of 
thl'Student Center to store all of 
~Iorris Libral!"s books from 
now on. 
Temporary SIEG director selected 
BJ Jennifer Phillips 
Staff Writer 
A temP'lrary replacement has 
been found for Richard Pariser, 
director of the Southern Illinois 
Enforcement Group. 
Herrin Police Chief Bruce 
Townsend will fill the position 
starting Oct. 1. said Carbondale 
Mayor Hans Fischer, and 
Pariser's resignation will be 
effective Nov. 1. 
Pariser resigned last week in 
hopes of srTIf)()thing over the 
t~ansition of installing a new 
dIrector, Fischer said. 
Townsend worked with the 
SIEG, a local drug enforcement 
group, for two years as an 
agent, Pariser said, so he is 
.familiar with the technical end 
of their operations. 
The group covers Jackson, 
Williamson, Perry and Union 
Counties and utilizes un-
dercover agents for in-
vestigating drug operations and 
arresting drug offenders. 
Townsend's duty will be to 
ensure continuity of jresent 
operations. Pariser sai . 
"I feel very confident that we 
can erasure a smooth tran-
sitlon," he said. "and that the 
position will be filled by the first 
of the year." 
The SIEG will begin ad-
vertising around the state for a 
permanent replacement. 
Fischer said, and the deadline 
for applications is Oct. "15. 
Fischer said that he hopes the 
SIEG will find someone for the 
position by Dec. 2. 
Th(' arrangement betweer. the 
SIEG position and his Herrin 
position is a time-sharing one. 
Townsend said. adding that he 
will not be an applicant for the 
permanent position. 
"1 will still be spending time 
in Herrin," Townsend said. and 
he said that Herrin has a 
competent police force. so there 
shouldn't be any problems with 
his absence. 
Fischer said the City of 
Herrin will be paid up to $goo a 
month compensation by the 
SIEG for Townsend's absence. 
He did not know how much time 
Townsend would spend with the 
SIEG. 
Pariser's resignation was 
accepted Thursday by the 
SIEG's Board of Governors. He 
has been reinstated into the 
Illinois Department of LaW 
Enforcement and will be 
working in a "very similar job" 
with the North Shore 
Metropolitan Enforcement 
Group . he said. 
"I did not resign because of 
adverse feelings or sen-
timents," he said. "I had a 
professional opportunitj and 
family concerns." 
Fischer said that Pariser will 
be available for participation in 
53 cases the SIEG is handling. 
or for testifying in court as 
needed. 
County clerk criticizes policy 
barring canvassing in dorms 
News Roundup-----. 
Four school districts still on strike 
Four minois school districts remained strikebound Monday, 
with 647 teachers out and classes canceled for 12,400 students. 
B,· Sherry Chisenhall 
Siudent "'riter 
Jackson Countv Clerk Robert 
Harrell Monday called 11 
Vniversity Housing provision 
which prevents direct political 
canvassing in single-student 
residence halls "a violation of 
student rights." 
Harrell, speaking to a jour-
1alism class, said the housing 
provision in question is a double 
standard because of the 
distinction it makes between 
married and single students. 
"Political candidates can 
campaign in married stud!'nt 
housing, but not in single 
student housing," Harrell said. 
"In four of 64 precincts, can-
didates would not be allow!'d to 
visit or speak with the people 
they represent." 
Harrell has obtained a 
temporary restraining order to 
allow door-to-door voter 
registration in the residence 
halls, A final decision on the 
legality of the restraining order 
will be made on Oct. 5, after 
Harrell's attorney and 
tTniversity Housing officialr 
!>lIve had the opportunity to 
pres~nt formal briefs at a 
heanng. 
Housing officials eefend the 
procedure on the basis of 
providing security for 
residents, while Harrell said he 
feels security is not an issue, 
"We're not talking about 
letting in wild animals," 
Harrell said. "We're talking 
atout letting in responsible 
individuals who are cam-
paigning for public office. This 
will mean about two or three 
additional people in the -dorms. 
"It won't create turmoil or 
chaos. People campaigning will 
be polite because they want 
your vote and because they're 
repr!'senting a party." 
Another effect of the 
provision that Harrell said 
concerns him is the right of 
political candidates to cam-
paign with the people they will 
represent. 
"Under the housing law," 
Harrell said, "Ronald Reagan 
could not enter the dorms to 
visit with \'oters. Students and 
politiCians both are being 
"('nierl their rights." 
Door-to-door - registration in 
the residence halls is beine: held 
as part of Voter Registration 
Week at SIU-C, Voter 
registration was first brought to 
campus in 1970. Harrell and his 
wife Marie werE' instrumental 
in getting the Lea.:<ue of Women 
Voters to set up a registration 
area in the Student Center. 
Harrell said the housing 
procedure affects four of 64 
precincts, which "is a con-
siderable amount of voters. 
"I've always believed voter 
registration should be literally 
brought to the voter's door-
step," Harrell said. "University 
Housing is not permitting ~hat. 
They are violatin~ the law" 
"Students should definitely be 
voting in Jackson County," 
Harrell said. "No matter where 
are from, decisions made here' 
aff~t them mo.e because they 
'live here. The students are 
paying tax money here, and 
they ought to exercise their 
right to have a say in how it is 
spent.'· 
Talks broke off Sunday night at Lake Zurich, Bremen 
Township and in Paris. At Bremen, talks were reset for 
Tuesday after the board and union met until after midnight 
without agreement. 
Talks were not rescheduled for Lake Zurich or Paris. 
In addition there were no talks scheduled at Hamilton 
County Unit District in Southern Illinois, where 100 teachers 
walked out last Tuesday, closing classes for 1,440 students, 
High schools in the Bremen district south of Chicago that 
remain closed are at Midlothian, Country Club Hills, Oak 
Forest and Tinley Park, affecting 267 teachers and 5,800 
students. 
Hart'ester expansion is Indiana loss 
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio (AP) - Ohio won a $30 million bid-
ding war with Indiana on Mon~ay when International Har-
vester Co. announced it would expand a truck and bus 
assembly plant in Springfield but close a similar operation at 
Fort Wayne. 
Gov. James A. Rhodes, who got state off::ials to raise a loan 
guarantee when it looked as if Indiana would win. flew 40 miles 
from Columbus to meet with International Harvester 
pxecutivl'!; for the formal announcement. 
Sierra flood recedes, skies clearing 
BISHOP, Calif. (AP) - Dozens of people were still isolated 
by washed out roads Monday in the rainy High Sierra as 
floodwaters that had burst through an earthen dam receded 
from damaged homes and highways, 
Peace troops get warm welcome 
More rair fell Monday but authorities said the new showers 
weren't a serious threat and forecasters said skies would be 
clear Tuesday. Hundreds of people who were evacuated 
Sunday when the World War l-era dam burst returned to their 
homes. 
BETRFT. Lebanon <API -
French and Italian 
peacekeeping troops. welcomE'd 
by smiling Palestinian children 
and women offering tea, moved 
into the Sabra and Chatilla 
refugee camps Monday, scene 
of the Beirut massacre. 
Bu! i,200 CS Marint's. third 
component of a new 
peacekeeping force, remained 
offshore. awaiting the complete 
withdrawal of Israeli forces 
from this bloodied capital. 
"Tonight we will sleep in our 
house because the French are 
here." said !\mal AJaa Adein. a 
17-year-Qld girl whose father. 
grandfather and grandmother 
were murdered in the Sept. 16-
1B massacre, carried out by 
Lebanese Christian militiamen. 
She. her mother and sister 
have been staying at a school 
outside the camps since they 
were afraid the killers would 
return. "Now we are not 
afraid," she said. 
So far. Lebanese authorities 
have confirmed that about 600 
people were killed in the 
bloodbath. On Mondav. hun-
dreds of women from the camps 
gathered tearfully at a mass 
grave in Chatilla to pray for the 
victims. 
Iii Israel. Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin's Cabinet was 
scheduled to meet Tuesday, and 
the Israeli news media 
predicted Begin would bow to 
intense public pressure for a full judicial inquiry into Israeli 
conduct during the camp 
killings. 
Begin has proposed that 
Israel's chief justice conduct an 
investigation. but withOut 
subpoena power and other 
attributes of a full inquiry. 
Five of 20 Israeli C"binet 
ministers favor a fully em-
powered investigation, Israel 
radio said. Israeli Justice 
Minister Moshe Nissim was 
quoted in the Israeli press as 
Page 2, Daily Egyptian, Se .. ..mller 28, 1982 
saying a formal inquiry "now 
seems inevitable." 
Israeli troops had the two 
Beirut camps surrounded 
during the massacre, and 
Defense Minister Ariel Shamn 
has acknowledged that thE 
assault on the camps by 
Christian Phalangist 
militiamen was mounted with 
Israeli planning and support in 
an effort to root out PLO 
fighters reported in the camps, 
But he maintains that the 
Israelis intervened after 
learning that civilians were 
being slaughtered. 
After the camp massacre, the 
Lebanese government 
requested the return of the 
}~~:t~~\~ohn haf~~~~!e:it~~ 
withdrawal of Palestine 
Liberation Organization 
guerrillas fram Beirut last 
month. 
Storm wipes out much of raisin crop 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Torrential rains brought to 
California by tropical storm Olivia wiped out much of the new 
US. raisin crop and struck hard at canning tomatoes, ac-
cording to industry figures quoted Monday. 
The unseasonal, harvest-time rains caught about 90 percent 
of the raisin harvest as the grapes were drying in the fields, 
Fresno County Agriculture Commissioner Cosmo Insalaco 
said. 
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Prineas undaunted by failure 
to raise needed campaign funds 
Buzbee named chairman 
of budget subcommittee 
Sen. Ken Buzbee. D-58th 
District. has been chosen as 
chairman of a legislative 
budget subcommittee. 
lobbys with Congress. the White 
House and federal agencies. 
Buzbee said the subcommittee 
worked more closely with the 
White House last year than with 
the other two. H"e said he ex-
pects closer ties with Congress 
By Bob Delaney 
Staff Writer 
Peter Prineas thinks he can 
beat U.S. Rep. Paul Simon, D-
24th District, without the aid of 
television advertisements. 
Prineas, a Republican, failed 
to raise $50.000 by Saturday, 
which crushes hopes of at-
tracting further funds from the 
GOP national treasury. Without 
funds to buy TV time, Prineas 
will go back on the road in a 
"old-fashioned, traditional" 
grassroots campaign, he said. 
"We're just going to go door 
to door," said Gordon Wayman, 
~:~::~' w~ll":.\,:~~ ~s~~:g~r~ 
limited funds for radio and 
newspaper advertiSing, 
Wayman said. 
He wouldn't disclose how 
much had been raised, except 
saying it was "a few thousand 
dollars." 
Bill Tapella, Simon's cam-
paign manager, said any 
campaign benefits from TV. 
"I'm sure it's not very good 
news for them," he said. 
Wayman accused Simon of 
buying every election since 
running for Congress. 
Tapena said that if Prineas 
accuses Simon of buying the 
election, Prineas is hurling 
mud. which would disappoint 
him. "I'd much rather see t},c 
two men talk about the issues 
such as who's going to bring 
VQTER from Page I 
said. "Tuition and fees will 
continue to increase if people 
don't get involved in the 
decision making process." 
Irvin said that when 
Prp"itfpnt Reagan proposed 
cuts in SOCial Security, the 
reaction of senior citizens was 
so overwhelming that Reagan 
had to pull back the proposal. 
"This is an example of how 
we can unite our voices to bring 
about change." Irvin said. 
The purpose of the 
registration drive is twofold, he 
said. First, it will give members 
of the University community an 
opportunity to register. :second. 
the drive educates people about 
why they should vote. 
Irvin said the number of 
people registering to vote 
The Naval Aviator 
lIies the plane. 
The Naval Flight OIIicer 
calls the shots. 
Fhing 15 one of the gre,lIest challenges a man can face. 
B~t gelling a Navy jet ,Ir multi-engme prop IOto the air 
and down again is onl) part of the Job. ., 
Thai's where the /IOaval Flight Officer comes 10. Hes 
the man on Ihe team who takes owr when the plane Isalr-
horne and it\ time 10 see the mission thn'ugh to Us ulll-
male succe,,-,. . 
As a /100110"011 Fli!,!ht Officer. \ou'lI opCrah! radar. nanga-
lion ~4uipment. a~d the most-ad\'anced c!ectroOl': systems 
to t~~:k~"ls vou'lI work with arc some "f the mo,t'''phis-
IIcated elo"erd~veloped. And mt)st of them are c1a~"tkd. 
It's a demandingjob. The 4ualilications are high. And 
the trainlO2 is tou2h. You\'c got to be a college man to 
even he co~sidcred. 
But if mu're the kind or man who ean take a challenge 
like thiS in stride. you'lI win more than just a Naval Flight 
Otficcr's wings of gold. . .. . 
You'lI WIO a p"siUtlO or respect and responslbtlll), 10 the 
greatc:~t ;-';a\al 'lir fllrce in the world. 
For complete details, caD us anytime, collect at 
(314) 263-5000. Just ask for the Naval Aviation desk. 
Or stop In and see your Ioca1 Navy recruiter. 
jobs into Southern Illinois." he 
said. 
Prineas' fund-raising efforts 
will not total $200,000, the 
original gwl of the campaign. 
according to Wayman. He said 
Simon has already raised 
$.150.000, of which 81 percent has 
come from outside the district. 
Tapella said Prineas had 
failed to account for small 
donations - under $25 - that 
are not included on Federal 
Election Commission reports. 
"Very few incumbents do not 
outspend the opposition." 
Tapella said. "It's a ridiculous 
argument that has always been 
made. If Prineas were raising 
more than us. I suppose we 
would be screaming." 
should increase in the next few 
days. Jackson County Clerk 
Robert B. Harrell said the 
response so far has been "ex-
citing and fairly active." 
He saId those who are unable 
to register during the drive 
period can register in the 
county clerk's office at the 
Jackson County Courthouse in 
Murphysboro. 
Buzbee recently started the 
one-year aPfointment to lobby 
the federa government on 
budget matters concerning the 
states. 
The Subcommittee on the 
Federal Budget monitors 
federal spending and the share 
given the states. Buzbee satd 
that in "this era of tight 
money." the subcommittet 
wants to be sure programs 
aren't turned over to the states 
without money being alloted for 
them. 
Buzbee also expects the 
subcommittee to deal with 
social security. higher 
education funding. defense 
spending and social ser.:ices. 
While the "lIhcommlttee 
Buzbee said the sub· 
committee would look at ways 
~':x:f~ua;!~i~~tew~tbnr~~!n~~~ 
from defense projects. 
l' .S. Rep. Paul Simon. D-24th 
District. said Monday it IS 
significant that a senator from 
Southern Illinois be asked to 
head the national effort. 
Illinois leads the nation in 
debt to the federal budget 
because of expenditures to 
provide social services com-
bined with little revenue flowing 
into the state from defense 
projects. 
CENTER from Page I 
home. You get the best at- The money that the 
tendance when the conference University received as a result 
is held in the Midwest. ac- of these conferences. $1.25 
cording to statistics." million. was recirculated an 
Last year. about 650 con- average of five times. he said. 
ferences were held in Car- Therefore. the amount of actual 
bondale through the Division of money circulated - the amount 
Con tin ui ng Ed uca ti on. of dollars available times the 
generating $5 million in com- number of times it was spent 
merce. Ratcliffe said. was about $5 millIon. 
Sleak stzZUn ~~
Sal. ,I •• _klst • ... k. 
1/2~~:~ FAMOUS a.,TEMS SALAD BAR $1.29 wIth Steak \..'2~6' wIthout SteaJJ 
our $1.2' Salad Bar f No "togo" J 
1235 Orders, Please 
EAST Good Monday 
Tuesday,VVednesday MAIN Sept. 27, 28, 29 
OUR STEAK PRIC3 WHEN YOU BUY OUR $1.'19 SALAD I 
11 Sizzlin 12 T ",JIM ... , 113 Ma"hall 14 Dude IS Maverick 
I Broiled ChOice Club Broiled SirlOin New York Super Top Sirloin Steak , Tips Served Strip Steak Sirloin Reg ...... 9 Reg .... 99 with Onions Reg. 5.99 Reg. 5.99 
Sale 2.25 Sale 2.51 I Peppers Sale 3.00 Sale 3." 
Reg. 3_69 
Sale 1.IS 
16 Jr. Sizzlin 17 Round-up 18 Cheyenne 19 Gunsmoke 110 Ranger 
Ironed Sirloin Steak Broiled Sirloin Sirloin Strip Broiled 
Steak on-a-stiek Tips served with Steak Sandwich 
Reg. 3_29 Reg. 3."9 mushroom gravy Reg_6.69 Reg. 2.69 
Sal. 1.65 Sal. 1.75 Reg. 3.69 Sale 3.31 Sale 1.31 
Sal. 1.15 
115 Shi~h-K·Bob 
III Western 112 Stagecoact 113 BigTex 114 Calt.t5 Choice Cuts 
Filet Chopped 'n lb. Chopped Steak of Sirloin with 
oni ...... peppers. Mignon Steak Sirloin Hamburger ser.:llClwith tomo_. 
I 
Reg. 6.69 Reg, 3.29 Reg. 1.39 anions & peppers mushrooms SaI.3.JS Sal. 1.'5 Sal. lie Reg_3.59 Reg.~99_ 
I Sale I." Sale 3." 
WESTERN SIZZLIN STEAK HOUSE 
1235 East Main, Carbondale Open 1 I a.m. to 10 p.m. Dailv 
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Opinion & Gommentary 
Hats off to Hall of Fame 
for inducting women 
On Sept. 21. an historic event took place at SIU-C. 
The event wasn't the football game that day. It was an event of 
grander scale. 
Women were admitted to the SIU-C Sports Hall of Fame. 
Traditionally. the Hall of Fame had been a male-dominated af-
fair. Women were simply not eligible for induction. 
The change is good. 
That Saturday, 14 former SIU-C athletes and coaches received 
plaques commemorating their contributions to athletics at SIU-C. 
These plaques will hang in the Hall of Fame located at the south end 
of the first floor of the Student Center. 
Ten of the inductees were women. 
It is fitting that a school that stresses accessibility and equality 
finally recognized that women's athletics is important, too . 
. So congratulations. inductees, and congratulations SIU-C for 
~~~~~ng for equal treatment, for SIU-C sports greats, regardless 
Editor's Note - Letters and phone calls generated by publication 
of I\-Ir. Khalid Suleiman's anti-Zionist viewpoints this semester 
suggest there is some confusion among readers that needs 
clarification, The fact that Mr. Suleiman happens to be a journalism 
graduate student may have raised some questions about his 
relationship with the DE. He is not a DE staff member and has 
expressed his own viewpoints only. 
The only official expression of the DE's opinions and stands on 
various issues is carried daily in the unsigned editorials on Page 4. 
DE writers who Gecassionally submit columns or express their own 
viewpoints are designated by their name and position they have on 
the DE start. Student writers who are sometimes published are 
identified as student writers in their bylines. All other letters or 
\'iewpoints are designated by the name, major, class, faculty or 
staff position. department or address of the writer. 
Publication of a signed \'iewpoint or letter does not meaD the DE 
endorses it. Except for the unsigned editorials, all views expressed 
on the editorial or {ll'-ed pages are solely the views of the respective 
W!'iters. 
Freedom of speech 
must be defended 
Freedom of speech is un-
doubtedly a sacred and 
human right. the absence of 
which renders life 
meaningless. Suppression of 
freedom of expression. 
whether by despotic regimes 
in undemocratic countries or 
through subtle. beneath-the-
surface tactics in many of the 
so-called free societies, is 
therefore a cruel insult te:. the 
dignity of man, the sanctity of 
life and the glory of God. 
Nothing is more dangerous 
to freedom and society than 
intellectual terrorism. often 
manifested in attempting to 
silence and muzzle the 
freedom of expression of 
some people on grounds that 
the ideas expressed might be 
dangerous. In order to have a 
really free society, it is im-
perative that all the lips that 
would speak be free and 
ungagged. Wendell Phillips 
put it more aptly years ago 
when he said that the com-
munity which dares not 
protect its humblest and most 
hated member in the free 
utterance of his opinions, no 
matter how false or hateful, 
is only a gang of slaves. 
Sadly enough, intellectual 
terrorism is widely practiced 
in most parts of the world, 
including the United States. 
SIU-C is no exception. A 
number of I::tters to the editor 
by Margaret Epro, Frank 
Oglesbee and Charles Parish 
mE, Sept. 22) are typical 
examples of intellectual 
terrorism. 
and Zionism. In none of the 
three letters did I notice an 
in-depth and objective 
examination of the statistical 
figures and specific in-
formation Mr. Suleiman 
presented. Instead, the pro-
Zionist writers resorted to 
emotional denials, bellicose 
polemics and vicious smear. 
They ludicrously accused 
Mr. Suleiman, himself a 
Semite, of being anti-Semitic. 
The smear of anti-Semitism 
- the Zionists ultimate 
silencer - is once again used 
to suffocate free. courageous 
VOICes that are critical of the 
Zionist exploitation and 
manipulation of the hard-
working men and women of 
America. 
In this country, one is 
supposedly free to express his 
or her views without in-
timidation. One is, for 
example, quite free to attack 
his Holiness the Pope or her 
Majesty the Queen uf 
England. The people of the 
United States carriE'd on a 
lengthy and bitter debate on 
the U.S. involvement in Indo-
China, which finally led to 
U.S. withdrawal fr· 'In 
Vietnam. Peopl€ are even 
free to criticize am'. ridiCUle 
God Himself, since God does 
not control the media in the 
United States. But no one is 
supposed to raise a finger of 
dissatisfaction or show a 
gesture of disc'Jntent toward 
the Zionists and Israel. Why? 
Finally, I mourn not the 
dead, but rather mourn the 
Margaret Epro, for apathetic masses that see the 
example, suggested that the world's heartbreaking 
DE stop printing the views of anguish and dare not speak. 
KhaJid M. Suleiman because - JoseaD Ramos, Graduate 
they might be offensive to her Student, Journalism. 
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Stand up and be counted 
Last spring, tuition was 
increased from 13 percent for 
undergraduates to 37 percent 
for law students. At the same 
time, financial aid has been 
decreased by the federal 
government. The outlook for 
next spring is for more of the 
same - tuition increases far 
outdistancing inflation and 
sizeable financial aid cut-
backs. 
All of last spring semester, 
students, faculty, staff and 
administrators decried the 
impact of such tui'lon hikes 
and financial aid c·.!tbacks as 
a threat to the concept of 
equal access for all -
regardless of race, sex or 
economic status - to higher 
education. We argued that 
balancing the budget (as 
laudable of a goal as that 
might be) on the backs of 
those least able to afford it is 
a miserable policy. We 
argued that our country 
should be more concerned 
with educating the people of 
our nation and the world 
rather than building up arms 
that are capable of 
destroying the world. We 
argued that such a low 
priority for education is able 
to be passed through 
government because of one 
major factor - the people 
who most fully support higher 
education, the young people, 
those who are supposedly the 
most highly educated 
generation in civilization, are 
also the most lazy generation 
in decades, for they chese not 
to be involved in the workings 
of our government. They 
have the worst voting turnout 
of any age group. To a large 
degree, young people expect 
the world to be handed to 
them on a silver platter. 
Well, the fact is, it took 
many years of hard work by 
people such as SIU President 
Delyte Morris, John King, 
Roland Keene and their many 
OOONESBURY 
count;::rparts across the 
nation to build the accessible 
educational system that we 
1Ici~'e today Tbe system is not 
eternally set. It must be 
renewed each year. It must 
be advocated and defended 
and nurtured. 
The hard, cold fact is that 
politics determines the future 
of education. If those who 
support education are so 
naive to ignore the im-
portance of the political 
process on education, then 
they are to blame for letting 
our universities suffer a slow 
death because of neglect. 
What can we do as 
students. faculty, staff and 
administrators? Rallies have 
their place. Writing our 
legislators is important. But 
the most important and 
concrete action that we as a 
cohesive group can do is to 
The most concrete 
action one can do 
is to vote 
vote! By doing so. we let the 
politicians know that we care. 
By doing so, we can have an 
impact on rising tuition and 
Oecreasing financial aid. 
Last sprillg. the student 
leaders raised their op-
position to tuition hikes and 
aid cutbacks. A few hundred 
students helped. That's good. 
but not good enough out of a 
school of 2.,,000 students. If 
students don't participate, if 
we don't vote, we'll get 
education - but the chance 
for equal access to an 
education will be greatly 
diminished for our younger 
brothers and sisters. Our 
inaction hurts those who are 
behind us in years. 
This Nov. 2 will be our 
election for Illinois' governor, 
state officers, state 
legislators, congressmen and 
local officials. In order to 
vote in that election one must 
register. The last day to 
register is Oct. 4. During the 
week of Sept. 'Zl through Oct. 
1, students. faculty. staff and 
administrators will be given 
a special opportunity to 
regist'" ... On Sept. 27, 28 and 
29, we will be registering in 
Lentz, Grinnell and 
Trueblood halls respectively 
dunng the lunch and dinner 
hours. On Sept. 30 and Oct. I, 
registration will be a\'ailable 
in Ballroom A of the Student 
Center from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
All one need to do to register 
is be there and fill out a 
simple card. 
I, as a member of SIU's 
Board of Trustees, ask for 
your help in supporting 
education. Having 3,000 new 
registrants and voters will be 
the best evidence possible to 
back up the belief that people 
no longer agree with in-
creasing tuition and 
decreaSing financial aid. The 
case is now in your hands. 
You can win it or lose it. So 
either stand up, take action 
and register and vote, or sit 
down, shut up and accept 
your fate. It's up to you. -
Stan Irvin, SIU Student 
Tru. . tee. 
by Garry Trudeau 
The cause of massacres lies in our hearts 
SOME'ftMES, when lurid 
scenes of massacres are 
showu on TV, it is more in· 
teresting to watcb the 
viewers tban the screen. 
People shake their heads in 
bewildermen~ wondering bow 
these things could happen. 
The tragedy of massacres 
~~tc~:! ~"tif~r~ 
and their occurrence 
preventable. 
One reason why these 
causes are DOt identified and 
rooted out is tbat the root 
causes are far removed from 
their effects and people find it 
difficult to make the con-
nection. 
THE RECENT 
MASSACRE in Beirut and the 
controversy it has stilTed is a 
good case to study. If you 
want to look for the 
"mysterious" reasons for 
this massacre or any 
massacre, just look at some 
of the letters generated by the 
issue. 
"This massacre," says a 
letter on this page today, 
"which was committed by the 
dirty hands of Zionist in-
vaders under the direct 
supervision of the U.S. 
government and their 
Phalangist puppets, again 
shows the real nature of the 
U.S. government and Israel 
despite their misleading 
responses to the world. " Most 
people in the world do not 
seem to know who committed 
the Beirut massacre but the 
letter writer, Mr. GilOlami, 
does. How? Was he there? Is 
this student from SIU in 
contact with people involved 
in Beirut thousands of miles 
away that some of the top 
llewspeople in the world 
missed? Or does be have 
secret access to the files of 
the "Zionist invaders?" 
HERE ARE SOME of the 
classic causes of human 
conflict - deep rooted 
mistrust, jumping to con-
clusions, lack of real facts, 
arbitary pre-judgement. Our 
society has a sacred tenet 
that a person is innocent until 
pl'OWD guilty. That applies to 
groups of people and nations 
too. But, the letter writer has 
tried, judged, coodenmed and 
prOllOUJlCed sentenee while 
knowing next to nothing 
about the facts of the case. So 
many of .. do the same. 
" ... direct supervision of the 
U. <:. government..." The CIA 
would give arm and tooth to 
have the confidential sources 
the letter writer seems privy 
to. He is one of the priveleged 
few who aren't duped by the 
"misleading responses of the 
U.S. government and Israel." 
He, unlike the credulous 
Simpletons of the world, 
knows the "real nature of the 
U.S. government and Israel." 
Such mistrust, conclusions, 
readiness to pass judgements 
lead only to more hate and 
more killing. They, and DOt 
Begin or Arafat, cause 
massacres. 
ANOTHER CAUSE OF 
conflict that appears in 
overabundance in letters of 
this kind is emotionalism. 
Khalid Suleiman in a 
viewpoint in the Sept. 23rd 
issue of the DE says, "The 





civilians en masse for more 
than 34 years." Sounds as if 
Zionist Jews, all of them, 
slaughter Palestinians "en 
masse" as a matter of 
course, almost like brushing 
their teeth. 
Is writing in this way 
helpful? Will it prevent 
conflict or increase the 
likelihood of more? The Jews 
can point to centuries of 
persectltioo. Furthermore, so 
the letter writers have said, 
for the same 34 years, the 
PLO has been bombing 
kindergartens and shooting 
up school busses. Does this 
mean all Palestinians are 
committed to human 
slaughter? 
No, there are good men in 
both races and the bad few 
who would murder at the 
drop of the hat bring iU-
repute to all. Emotionalism 
cannot make such a distinc-
tion and emotionalism seeks 
Begin called a God-sent evil 
according to the Holy Koran 
The Israeli mounted bar-
barity in Lebanon is evidence of 
its (Zionism) perverted goals in 
the East. In the course of 
merely a month or so, Zionist 
devils have committed every 
possible crime against al. in-
nocent people, civilian and 
freedom fighters, and a 
sovereign nation. It is clear that 
the monsters of Zionism bave 
still not exhausted their 
nefarious capacity for in-
novating new criminal 
atrocities. Prophet Jesus was 
COlTecct. St. John 8:31-47. 
The Bible Wen 33:23-32 " 
35:10) speaks of how Jacob 
(whose name was changed to 
Israel- see Gen 26:23-34) 
displaced his brother's right C?f 
birth. The same deportment IS 
actualized today by the progeny 
of that subplanting mentality. 
The Bible Wen 27:1-36 " ~ut 
20:13-15) renders the bluepnnt 
adhered to by the outlaw state 
of Israel (lsa 54:3" Joshua 6:21 
&: Deut 20:10-14, Ezekiel 9:~). 
vnly the most deprived mmds 
psychotic in the extreme -.can . 
order such actions agamst 
another nation. No wonder the 
Nazi government of Germany 
rose up against negative Jews 
under Hitler. There is a dire 
need for an international 
tribunal . similar to the one 
which tried the so-called Nazi 
criminals to summon ~-gin. 
Sharon and their su~rters to 
the bar of justice. The flame of 
the leader of Israel is a 
statement itself ... "Be" and 
"gin" (Begin). Allah says "Bt=" 
and it is. according to Quran. 
TheKoran also states thatKoran. 
crea~ed both "Jinn" and "men" 
to serve Him. Jinn and Gin are 
the same in this instant. Allah 
said "Se-gin" aDd the present 
leader of Zionistic Israel bet',an 
to enter the world of men. as a 
jinn, 
The world cannot continue to 
merely sit and watch the 
monster, called Israel, rob 
people of their land. Israel, like 
everyboby else has the right !O 
exist - granted. But DOt m 
another people's land at the 
displacement or mu;der of that 
people! Israelis a body of 
Europeans and as such. 
Europe, any place in Europe, 
would be best for them. 
"Palestinians" and "Palestine" 
correspond. That land bas 
never been termed Israel, but 
history attests to thE: fact that 
Palestine is the authentic name 
of the said land and con-
sequently, its people (Gen. 
29:1). 
The Israelis care nothing, 
evidently for international 
codes aDd world opinion. They 
are ready, willing, and (with the 
help of the USA) able, to con-
tinue their acts of wholesale 
massacre and terrorism in the 
full glare of media publicity. It 
is time, past time, for the Arab 
and Muslim world to stop 
pa~ lip-service to Arab and 
IslamiC unity; and it is time for 
the Arab nations and also the 
Islamic Ummah to unite on a 
humane policy as spelled out ;n 
Koran aDd Hadith to stop the 
aggression of Zionism. Allah-U-
Akb;ar! 
Imam Alauddin Shabazz 
to answer in kind - more 
massacres. 
CONmAST THESE WITH 
the calm, reasoned letter by 
Congressman Paul Simon or 
the viewpoint by News Editor 
Mike Nadolski in the Sept 24 
is!iue of the DE. H Nadolski 
were a person of greater 
stature, his simple question 
"When will we learn to 
protect our peace by being 
peaceful," would go down in 
history as a profound saying. 
This is the kind of thinking 
that brings peace, that puts 
an end to massacres. 
EVEN GOD becomes a 
cause Of massacres. In the 
name of God, millions have 
been murdered. How can this 
happen? Sample a quote from 
another letter on page 5. 
"Allah says 'Be' and it is, 
according to the Koran. The 
Koran also states that AIIab 
created both 'Jinn' and 'men' 
to serve Him. Jinn and Gin 
are the same in this instance. 
Allah said 'Begin' and the 
present leader of Zionistic 
Israel began to enter the 
world of men as a Jinn." 
What convoluted 
reasoning! What a perversion 
of the Holy Book! The writer 
of this letter signs himself of 
as Imam. Imam is • prayer 
leader in Islam and I hope to 
God this writer Isn't one. He 
seems to absolve the Nazis 
for their systematic ex-
termination of six million 
people while raising heD over 
the massacre of 300 to 400. 
Yet that is how the supreme 
head of Isllml in Iran, 
Aya..oDah Khomeini, thinks 
and how some popes in the 
past have seemed to think. 
For God, every massacre is 
bad, every single murder 
shouldn't have happened and 
spiritual leaders like these 
don't know this simple truth 
every child should. 
ALL THESE LETTERS 
point to one inevitabie con-
clusion - tb3t there must be 
more massacres. The writer, 
Mr. Shabazz, offers a sop in 
his letter, "Israel like 
everybody else has the right 
to exist," but only after 
calling them "Zionist devils 
and monsters." Wrong, Mr, 
Shabazz. Devils and mon-
sters must be exterminated. 
Mr. Gholami is more 
direct: "The nature of 
humanity is endangered by 
the existence of such beasts. ' 
The unspoken conclusion -
such beasts shouldn't be 
allowed to exist. i do not 
mean to pick on any person 
but the issues raised in these 
letters are typical examples 
of how conflicts begin - from 
within us. When will we learn 
that there will never be a war 
to end all wars, or a massacre 
to end all maso.;acres and 
think peace and love. 
All massacres are bad, but 
why haven't these writers 
protested tbose in Iran, El 
Salvador or Syria? I wait. 
perhaps in vain. for the day 
Jews protest the massacre of 
Palestinians and Palestinians 
protest the massacre of Jews. 
What a change of thinking 
that will be. At least ",ith 
Beirut, Jews have been 
immediate and vociferous in 
protesting their goverTlment 
even though Israeli soldiers 
were not directly involved in 
the killings. Perhaps there is 
hope yet. 
Israel and United States 
are responsible for massacre 
A tragic drama is unfolding in 
Lebanon. Hundreds of men, 
women and children were lined 
up against walls inside of their 
homes and shot in the head or 
back in two Palestinian refugee . 
camps in West Beirut on 
Friday, Sept. 17. 
This massacre, which was 
committed by the dirty hands of 
Zionist invaders under the 
-direct supervision of the U.S. 
government and their 
Phalangist puppets, again 
shows the real nature of the 11.5. 
government and Israel despite 
their misleading responses to 
the wortd. 
The nature of humanity is 
endangered by the existence of 
such beasts that are ready to 
butcher innocent people. We 
therefore appeal to the con-
science of all American peace 
groups and iml~viduals and ~e 
American public to protest this 
Israeli war of genocide and to 
condemn in the strongest terms 
the American government's 
support of this Israeli mass 
murder. 
~ w;-;s concerned ·Mosle~s, 
condemn the massacre of m-
nocent men, w~men and 
children :Jf WestBeuut by tht: 
Israelis and want the· Israeli 
war of genocide to be stopped. 
_ Abolfall Gholami. Senior. 
Agricul,ure MechanizaliOil. 
-8hort 8hots-
There's been a nationwide derailment in negotiations between ~e 
railroad industry and the ~ocomotive en~neers union. The umon 
blew the whistle aDd the mdustry bargamers ran out of steam. 
Janiee Glova, Studen& Writer 
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'The Wall' is bizarre psychodrama 
By Cynthia R~tor 
Staff Writer 
Roger Waters wrote all music 
and most of the words for Pink 
Floyd's album, "The Wall," 
which the film, directed by Alan 
Parker, showcases. The album 
and movie depict the artist's 
distorted psychological trauma. 
This information is a 
prerequisite for a more com-
plete understanding of the film. 
Without this knowledge, the 
film might be viewed as a 
general social commentary. 
when. in fact, it is from a very 
specific view. 
Bob Geldof. lead singer of 
the Boomtown Rats, plays Pink, 
the film's protagonist. The 
audience doesn't empathize 
with Pink. and many don't even 
fet'l sympathy for him, at least 
not the adult Pink who suffers in 
a motel room s€tting though~ut 
the film. 
He's too far out, disturbed, 
and isolated for the audience to 
even deal with. Since he was left 
without a time in his life 'vhen 
he wasn't violent or disturbed, 
the al!dience feels no common 
bond with him. It is the 
recurring flashbacks to his 
childhood which allow the 
audience to identify with Pink 
at all. 
A mental breakdown doesn't 
just happen in one afternoon. 
And it's clear tr.at Pink's break-
down was a result of feeling 
stifled and controlled 
throughout his life. Slowly he 
wakes up to realize that he is 
himself controlling others in his 
role as rock star. 
The song, "In the Flesh "is a 
climax of the film. Geldcf 
portrays the HitJeresque side of 
Pink, the rock star who can 
iDanipulate teenagers into 
mindless conformity. Pink's 
image as a performer is one of 
slick brainwashing as he ad-
\'ocates extermination of 
everyone from "queers" to "the 
one who looks Jewish." 
The comparison of a pop star 
to a charismatic dictator is 
chilling. To think that Waters 
developed the song out of his 
own inability to like or even 
relate to his audience is in-
sightful. Real-life Waters, and 
screen representative Pink, are 
as much behind "the wall" on 
stage as when locked in a room. 
Featureless face masks are 
an often-uSt!d symbol, worn 
school childr-?'1 who ilrP. 
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student Center Aud,tvrium 
processed into clones of their 
hateful. narrow-minded 
schoolteacher, and bv kids who 
empty their souis before 
stepping into Pink's 
manipulative rock concert. 
The wall is another much-
used symbol for Pink's decided 
rejection of society. self-
absorbtion and inability to 
communicate. "Another Brick 
in The Wall" is symbolized by a 
maze, through which the 
masses of children tromp. and 
by a food processing mac!line 
they're supposedly ground in. 
Lyrics suggest that various 
figures in his life were role 
models for his resurrection of 
the wall. "Mother" states this: 
"Mama will keep baby cozy and 
warm ... Of course MQm'lI help 
build the wall." Ks mother is 
OIJy shown for her domination 
of him. for taking away things 
that he loves a'ld declaring 
them dirty. In his formative 
years, Pink was clearly without 
a loving adult in his life. 
The very heart of Pink's 
isolation has connections with 
the violent death of his father in 
World War II. The film is dotted 
with flashbacks of bloody 
bodies sprawled out on ravaged 
terrain. In one gory shot, the 
small boy is shown fingering a 
body. freshly-bloodied from 
battle. emphasizing Pink's 
obsession to connect with his 
father 
Women and guns are in-
terchangeable as objects with 
which to carry out violence, or 
as objects which cause pain. 
Most of the movie's extensive 
animation is overtly sexual and 
terrifying. One such scene is 
between two flowers, one an 
obvious phallic symbol and one 
an obvious vaginal symbol. 
They playfully seduce each 
other, finally coming together 
in one colossal thrust. As their 
relations continue, the female 
flower is obviously dominant 
GMovie 
GRevlew 
and as her shape changes into a 
fierce black bird, she devours 
the male fl('wer and swoops 
away. 
Pink's tW(l relationships are 
with two attractive, sex-starved 
females. Nt.>ither seems "into" 
fidelity. His wife goes to bed 
with another man, ironically 
the head of her anti-nuclear 
group. Pink finds out through a 
phone call, when the man an-
swers the phone, which adds 
,n-eatly to his numbing process. 
His next encounter with a 
woman comes when a nym-
phette groupie gets into his 
room !>y having sexual relations 
with the motel guards. Knowing 
she wants sex with a rock star, 
he is appropriately disgusted 
and saddened. He ignores her 
for the televison, until he bul'!;ts 
into a frustra ted rampage in the 
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room, breaking guitars and the 
television, but not the girl. The 
loose blonde wen(~h escapes to 
titilate more men, and she 
seems haopy. 
If understood, this is a 
powerful film, but I would 
advoca te listening ci05ely to the 
album first. There is new 
material in the film, but the 
album provides the basic plot 
Hne and attitude, which are 
essential to fully understanding 
the film. 
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Simon aide pushes campaign, 
but fights apathy on the side 
By Bob Delaney 
Staff Writer 
Bill Tapella has found that 
involvement in politil's does 
make a difference. 
The 23-year-old S!U-C 
graduate said the vast apathy 
among college students saddens 
him. He said any citizen who 
has passed up the chance to vote 
has also passed up the right to 
complain about political con-
ditions. 
Tapella has little time these 
days to complain. His thoughts 
are on getting U.S. Rep Paul 
Simon, D-24th District, re-
elected to a fifth term in 
Congress. 
B'.1t he finds students' non-
chalance toward the 1982 
election puzzling. "We can 
make changes," he !laid. "I'm 
doing something that has im-
pact." 
Even more puzzling is the 
apathy surrounding the election 
while students are being hurt by 
politicians who know students 
won't vote, he said. 
"You don't see Social 
Security being cut," Tapella 
said. "If students voted like 
senior citizens do, these would 
be big issues in this election." 
He said 25.000 student votes 
would turn any election in 
Jackson Couney and would be 
influencial in Southern illinois. 
He is waiting for the day when a 
student political action com-
mittee is formed on campus. 
"I get very philisophical 
about this" he said. "There's 
the old cliche that every vote 
counts. That's really true." 
Previously he beat the drum 
for Jimmy Cal·ter in Illinois and 
Ohio. That was 1980, Tapella's 
introduction to politics. 
The Herrin native transferred 
from Eastern lllinois Univer-
sity to SIU-C, and there were no 
established groups were sup-
porting Carter on campus. Only 
Ted Kennedv enthusiasts had 
thought enough to organize. The 
College Democrats had faded 
from view th!'ee years earlier. 
Along with Robert Roper and 
John Jackson, political ~cience 
professors, Tapella pieced 
together the student group. 
Jackson would become n Carter 
delegate. Tapella was asked to 
help out the Southern Illinois 
campaign. 
More important were the 
people Tapella met. Among 
them was Larry Hansen, 
Hansen, a former Adlai 
Stevenson sUPr.;>rter, is helping 
~:I\1~ l\~~da ~e~~:!tr~P~~~~ 
vention where he will make his 
bid for the presidential 
nomination. 
"This is a party of con-
nections," Tapella says. "I 
worked under some of the most 
talented people around." 
In 1980, Carter's people asked 
him to tag along for the trip to 
Ohio. 
". started out in the wrong 
year as far as Democrats go," 
Tapella said about Carter's 
defeat to Ronald Reagan in 
Southern Illinois and across the 
nation. 
Tapella persevered. finding 
other polil!clans to work for. 
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BiU Tapella, U.S. Rep. Paul Simon's eampilip manager. 
Two years later, he is back in 
Southern Illinois running 
Simon's campaign. And he is 
fu:leSi:.:in:t1~:~~~~ 
TapeUa has not run for public 
office. He said he has no plans to 
because of the glass bowl 
politicians live in. A politiCian's 
schedule also dampens his 
ambitions for public office. 
When the campaign ends, he 
will sit back and relax. He will 
also wait for a phone call from 
another pt)litician seeking his 
talents. 
Tapella said most people 
don't understand politics. His 
relatives initially hoped he 
would not turn out to be a crook. 
He said politics is an art, not a 
science. Little he learned in the 
classroom can help him now as 
seeks to attract every vote he 
can f"·Jm among Southern 
Dlinois' 519,000 voters. 
TapeUa learned more from 
the "classroom" of politics. He 
said he has earned more credit 
(22 credit hours) from in-
tern_hips on campaigns than 
any other student. 
Now he is seeking every vote 
that will re-elect Simon. He said 
no textbook in the world will tell 
him how to do it. When it is over. 
he will never know whether it 
happened because of himself, or 
if it would have happened 
anyway. 
"In the next campaign, I'll 
have to learn all over again. 
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GOOD SEATS AS LATE AS SHOWTIME 
since Sept. 17th $75 •. _r4for 
InformatIon on 
return of anImal 
Call Greg Schneider 
"701'" ("'''''0' 
~----.......... ------j I830h1.'t'1~/''._~ :~~~=s I Ii ~ . ~ 754)·ck.ndCoke, I 
• Mu."...,...... 7547 & 7's • 
• "7-"" 754 Black Russians • 
754 Vodka & Grapefruit 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
(StriRe Permitting) 1_0_' _____ a_c_a_u_a_, 
THURSDAY .nloy 35. drafts 3pm.3am 
------............. ------
~~~~~rITY 
The AMC TUESDA Y 
.PICIAL •. 
Today's Great Movies at One _. 
Great low Price! All seats-
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Phone: 54'-41" (7:30pm-9:00pm) 
Is.hlnryu Karate 
School 





Starf photo by Rich Saal 
Southern Syncers water ballet team splashes around in the Recreation Center pool, 
Men add to Syncers' routines 
B,· ('vnthia Rector 
Staff 'Writer 
Attending an annual spring 
performance of the SIU·C 
Southern Syncers, one might 
mistakenly assume it's an all· 
female team. But then one of 
the two men takes the spotlight 
with a fen:ale for a duet routine. 
and. say. Dan Fogelberg begins 
pouring his heart out in the 
background. 
A couple's routine is unique. 
saYS team captain Lora Krouse 
because when the man lifts the 
woman out of the water, it adds 
a new element of visual ex· 
citement to water dance. 
This lifting motion usually 
isn't done with two women 
although. of course, it's 
physically possible. KrousE' 
said. But ;t's more traditional 
for men to be doing a movement 
like a lift with a woman. 
Therefore vou don't see the 
Syncers 'pE'rform that 
movement. except in duet 
routines. There aren't enough 
men. Krouse would like to 
change that tendency this year. 
Coach Anne Johnson agreed. 
While the Southern Syncers 
don't sink baskets. that doesn't 
mean a male's role on the team 
is any less "masculine:' than it 
would be on a basketball team, 
said Johnson. 
In fact. when the man lifts 
and carries the woman. he is 
actually dramatizing the 
strength element inherent in the 
traditionlll male role, Krouse 
noted. 
Johnson explained that 
synchronized swimming con· 
sists of "modified swimming 
strokes. combined with dance 
movement done on water or on 
the deck." 
"When most guys think of 
being on this type of team. they 
might think of it as being seen 
as feminine," Krouse said. 
Water ballet is a graceful art. 
and many men don't associate 
grace with masculinity. she 
contmued. 
Team adviser Sandy Mc· 
Cormack said. "Actually 
synchronized swimming is 
more difficult for guys than 
girls. Guys don't have as much 
bouyancy as girls do, because 
they have less body fat. So they 
have to try a little harder," she 
said. 
"Which can be seen as 
masculine," Krouse said. 
Krouse, junior in re-:reation, 
savs water ballet is excellent 
for combining with a sport such 
as weight lifting, which she 
thinks is really popular at SIU· 
C. 
She said combining an 
exercise which builds muscle 
should be combined with an 
endurance sport, something 
which works the heart. And the 
stretching in water ballet also 
complements the concentrated 
activity of weight lifting. 
In synchronized swimming, 
there are specific skills that are 
rated with degrees of difficulty, 
Johnson explained. 
"Stunts vary from the very 
simple to the very difficult 
positions where the swimmer's 
legs are almost all the way out 
of the water." 
This is Johnson's first year as 
Syncer coach, and one of her 
primary goals for the team is 
"building skill levels, .. she said, 
in members of both sexes. 
*********************************** 
: (~, .; £_)Q~i! 
~ /~/~~ (BLAST ) i 
~ /'l~~ : 
: Nelson Special.' 1.25 : 
iI A bakery fresh roll with spice ham, bologna.American : 
: cheese &- gamish,St!rved with pickle &- chips It 
: Pitchers of Busch .$1.251: 
: or Coke Weekend........ la 
: (Tues, Wed. Thurs) FRI throulh MON I: 
iI _ 5.lllInoil Nelson & I: 
:.... Pitchers • $1.75 II 
iI 
iI ••••••••• 
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With approximately 25 
members on the team so far this 
year, Krouse said there will be 
three male members. 
Time commitment for a 
Southern Syncer is minimal, 
compared to a lot of clubs and 
teams, Krouse said, with only 
two practices a week, Mondays 
and Wednesdavs at 6 p.m. 
As of now, the team doesn't' 
travel much on weekends, she ~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
said, but in the spring, they r 
hope to perform in some 
national competition, which will 
require travel. One such event 
is the National Institute of 
Creative Aquatics. 
"The NlCA is really into 
seeing how creative you can 
be," Krouse said. 
The team went to this major 
national event two years ago. 
where they were the only 
Midwestern team represented. 
Krouse doesn't think any new 
Midwestern teams have Joined 
the competition, "It's mostly 
Western schools and us per-
foming, she said. 
They also hope to participate 
in a symposium in Oak Park in 
April which will be hosted by 
the International Academy of 
Aquatic Arts. 
Krouse is especially thrilled 
about the Oak Park location, 
since that's her hometown. 
"We'll have to throw a party," 
she said, adding that the group 
has been very close-knit in her 
two years of being involved. 
The Syncers hope their 
domestic scene will also ex-
pand. Every year they hold a 
spring show at the Recreation 
Center pool. This year they ~Is!> 
want to put on a mml' 
performancp lit Christmas. 
Shryock Auditorium, October 7th, 1982 
Tickets $10.50 On sale now at the Student 
Center Central Ticket Office-No Checks. 
THE GOLD IIIIE PIIII 
Lunch Special 
Mon-Fri - 11am to 2pm 
Single ingredient slice 
and small soft drink 
$1.49 
$1.00 Pitchers 
Mon & Tue-5 to 10pm 
With purchase of Med or Large 
Pizza l' 
'11 S.llI1nol. Ave Delivery After 5pm 52t-4130 
---Campus C}1riefs-----. q£)ccdard ehircpractic 
TIlE ILLINOIS Vocational 
Home Economics Teachers 
Association will hold an 
~~~t~on~~II'l!:t~. ~1I\loni~ 
Ec MajOrs are welcome to attend. 
Those mterested can call 457-8847 
for more information. 
nlOSE ISTEkESTED in being 
k~:e~~1rt~~:-n tha~~~~~~t~m~g': 
~~n1~I~L~gfe~aIIueSday in 
" TilE ISSTRUCTOR Cours. 
Evaluation - its Administration 
r~g.J~~~~r\!ti~i~' tr~~i:~rt~o~ 
~~'~~~abrh~~~'V:ts~'ct~l:~ 
Evalualion. Registrations can be 
made by calling 536-5593. 
F~~~S~i~I!~fIP:1~e C:nJ~W~~ 
dinner at 5:30 p.m. W~nesday at 
508 Kennicot. All stJdents are 
~~~ ~gr~~n":r~~:~~e~~~t:~ 
can call Jim Steyaert at 457-4006, 
or Janine Cox at 549-4489 for more 
information. 
TilE BLACKS Interested in 
Business Communications 
Committee will hold an 
organizational meetin2 at 5 p.m. 
Today's puzzle 
ACROSS 51 Ive<ies 
1 Headband 52 Middle 
6 Kon - 54 Damasks 
10 Vanlshfld 58 Slough 
14 ..... nott.ing 59 Pool sticks 
like - -" 61 Sault Ste. -
15 Picture 62 And others 
16 Willful g.rt 01 63 The East 
song 64 Inclined 
17 Silken 65 Weakens 
18 Wheys 66 Let out 
19 Scottist. port 67 Corridors 
20 Pitcher DOWN 
22 Adorn 1 Beechnuts 
24 Thailand 2 Thought: 
26 Garbed Prefix 
27 Plucky one 3 Axes a rool 
31 C!1arged par- 4 Spy 
ticl" 5 Quittance 
32 Cent .. • 6 .. - 01 thee" 
33 Depart 7 Cooled 
35 Irish prenarne a Asian land 
38 Tense 9 Indolent 
39 Desist 10 Old UK coin 
40 Fodder bam 11 01 ear parts 
41 Diminutive 12 Inspirit 
42 Dapple 13 SubSided 
43 Abdicate 21 - session 
44 Perceive 23 Sioux Indian 
45 BOldness 25 Confusion 
47 Sneak 27 exhibit: Obs. 
Puzzle answers 





35 Opera girl 
36 Came down 





43 Of tenths 
44 NYSE group 
46 Length unit 




53 Harness item 
55 Where Cork 
is 
56 African river 
57 Circles 
60 Unhappy 
~~ac. in Student Center Activity 
THE GAY ASD Lesbian 
peofle's Union will sponsor G-
r1~n:~.7 'l;~ri T~adalai~~~i~~~ 
planned 
ha~~ :~!tS:~~~.~JU~t:!~ 
~I~~ n:~tiMi a~!e~r~~~~~~3 
graduate students of the art 
studios are welcome to attend. 
Ci~ ~~!::~~~il T~re t~ ~~~~ 
~~i~r~~pu~rtiO~:~~~tifr /::r 
to 6 p.m. Saturday. Interested 
students need to attend the pre-trip 
m~~~~~gRa~r~ft'i~ri J~n~~~d~~~ 
133. Those interested can call 536-
5531. Ext. 37. for more information. 
ar~~e~~~~eAt~~01:xf~re s~are~ 
Council Representatives Tuesday 
and Wednesday in Quigley 311. 
A GA Y ME~'S Support Group is 
now forming. to provide a safe 
supportive atmosphere to share 
feelings and experiences. co-
sponsored by the Gate and Lesbian 
~:~~~·.g~oen i~~~r~te~~~~ 
the Counseling Center at 453-5371. 
Hairkut .... __ .. $7.50 
Perm, Kut Stvle$2 7 .50 
549·5222 
Walk.ins welcome 
Dr. Brian E. Woodard 
CHIROPRACTOR 




Hours By Appointment 
604 Eastgate Drive 
P.O. Box 3424 




12 pk cans 
6pk cans 
6 pk cans 
~hrl.tlan Bro. 1.51it.r 3.75 
.".\l..flaDIIS-Vln Rose-Napa Ros.-Burgun~y) 
Gyros 




& Onion Rings 
Genuine Greek Cuisine •••• Call For Delivery 
457-0303 
516 S. Illinois Ave_ Carbondale 11-11 M-Sat12-11 Sun 
Tonight: 
~ Large Bar 
~ 
3'5 S. ""no's Ave. 
529-3851 
TJ's Happy Hour 
The Great Tuesday 
Night Ma~sacre 
with WIora 
1M CM.f HrIII/6£I) lIN 
and Mad Dog 
Grayson 
3-8 pm 
.. Froz.n SfIIwfI.ny 1 D ••• lriI '1.00 I 
Small Bar 604: COLT 45 I 
E.X.P.~ 
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Issues of sexuality 
subject of workshop 
By Kelly Reed 
Student Writer 
"Education for Sexuality." a 
series of workshops and 
discussions on sexuality related 
issues, will be presented by 
staff members of the Well ness 
Center Oct. 4-8 in the Student 
Center. in recognition of 
National Family Sex Education 
Week. 
"Cinderella and Prinre 
Charming in the 20th Century." 
a workshop to examine the 
changing roles of men and 
women and how they affect 
people's feelings about them-
selves. expectations for 
relationships and our sexual 
behavior. will be from noon to 2 
p.m. Oct. 4, in the Mississippi 
Room. The speakers will be 
Barb Fijolek and Shari Morroy. 
From 3 to 4:30 Oct. 5 in the 
MiSSissippi Room. "Sex on the 
Rocks" will focus on the effects 
of alcohol and other drugs on 
social and sexual encounters. 
Information. support and 
preventive tips for coliege 
students will be offered. Nancy 
Logan will lead discussion. 
Barb Fijolek. co-coordinator 
of the program. said. "A1coho! 
might make you have more 
desire. but it hurts your per-
formance. The program will 
give persons of both sexes a 
chance to hear the views of the 
o~ite sex on this topic." She 
said this workshop was a 
popular one last year. 
"Breaking the Language 
Barrier," another program 
offered last year. is aimed at 
developing assertive com-
munication between partners 
and will give students the op-
portunity to observe and 
practice communication skills 
that can help them get their 
nEeds met in relationships. 
This workshop will be held 
from noon to 2 p.m. Oct. 6 in the 
Illinois Room. Janice Kulp and 
Jan Pregel will conduct the 
workshop. 
"Sexuality is difficult for 
people to talk about." Fijolek 
commented: but added that the 
consequences are high for not 
discussing the topic. She said 
one in 20 women on the SIU-C 
campus will become pregnant 
this year and the incidences of 
socially transmitted diseases, 
such as herpes and gonorrhea, 
are on the rise. 
From 7p.m. t09 p.m. Oct. 6 in 
the Illinois Room. a film will be 
presented with a discussion. 
entitled. "Killing Us Softly: 
Advertising's Image of 
Women." Suzanne Depeter and 
Laura Rutter will discuss how 
advertising is used through 
eMPfPM:S~ 
M~CE 
Serving the beet 
in Chi .... cooking 
Ne have carry-outs. 
529 1566 
Moon: $wi • nus 5- to pm 
Frt.$at 5-n 
100 S IIIInoi. ~Mon 







4 different Items to 
choose from. SOUD included 
Murdale Center 5292813 
The finftt Bar B-Q ribs. 
chicken. and sandwiches 
in Southern Illinois. 
We also serve fresh 
Egg Rolls- B04 We 
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cultural conditioning to 
determine how society views 
women. 
"Jealousy: The Green Eyed 
Monster." a workshop for 
helping participants identify 
and clarify their feelings 
associated with jealousy and 
ways of coping with them. will 
be from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. Oct. 7 in 
the Mississippi Room. Jan 
Pragel will lead the discussion. 
"Jealousy is a normal human 
emotion; however, you have to 
learn how to not let it get the 
bettPT of you," Fijolek said. The 
major pcrilon of thp workshop 
will be particpant involvement. 
involvement. 
"Living Together," the la~t in 
the series. will be from n001 to 2 
p.m. Oct. 8 in the MissiSll'.ppi 
Room. This session. I~ by 
Morroy. Depeter and Rutter 
will discuss cohabitation. in-
cluding a discussion on issues 
including commitment to one 
another, communicating with 
parents. conflict management 
and coping with social factors. 
"The idea of this entire series 
is to help give students a chance 
to discuss things that they are. 
wondering about," Fijolek said. 
"It·s not knowledge that hurts 
















SOUTHERN OUTDOOR ADVENTURE RECREATION 
UNDEIWA Y PROGRAM TOUCH OF NATUIE 
TIIPS FOR FALL '12 
Octo_r 
10/9·10 Rodrcllmll"ttt .ntll R.ppelll .. 1 
L_rn tho .... Ia antll lI.yontli of thb •• cltl .. anti 
penonally chall ... lng eport. A .. ck lunch .ntI MY peck 
I. re4tulrecl for IJoth "ay •• 
157.00 per penon 
1 0/8·1 0 ,.mlly Conoeln.antll Complng . 
An opportunity for all of the family to experience the out-
doors on fun. easy-paced weekend. 
542.00 per person for ages 14 years and up: 
$30.00 per person for under 14 years. 
10/22-24 and 10/29-31 K.y.klng: The Ia.la 
A kayaking adventure far the beginner on the Current 
River. Participant will learn the needed skills for white water 
paddling. 
$70.00 per person-SIUC student •• faculty and .taff. 
$79.00 per person-non unicersity participants. 
10/30-31 RockcllmlJl .. antll Roppelll .. II 
Learn the basics and beyond of this exciting and per· 
sonally challenging sport. A sock lunch and day pack is re-
quired for both days. 
$57.00 per person. 
Thenk .. lwlng ~k 
11/19·24 Conoe tho Okofonok_ Sw.mp 
Ofte of the most primitive swamps in North America. part-
icipants will canoe through various ecosystems and shore a 
unique group wilderness adventure. 
$145.00 per penon. 
"1/19-27 laclcpaclc tho Gr.ntll Conyon 
The Grand Canyon offers the backpacker a vast. challen-
ging, ord beouflful wikleme. experience. Camping. bockpock. 
ing. an(\ autdoor skills will be emphasized. 
$215.00 per person 
11/27-28 Cow. Exploration 
The cov.s of Southern Illinois provide the apportunity for 
exploration and adventure. A sock lunch and a day pack is 
required for both days. 
$31.00 per person. 
"nal.l,n ... p for Thank .. lwlng .r_k trlpll. Now.m"'r 1 D. 
7:00pm. W.lIln ..... y 
S. ..... torlr_k 
12/18-23 
Crou Country Slcll ... K.ttl. Morain •• WlHO",ln 
Learn the basic. ~ winter travel and living in the beautiful 
nature area of ~n. kettle Moraine. 
12/18-23 $120.00 per person. 
Crose Country Slrll ... Upper PoniMUla. Mlchl,an 
Enjoy the wint9f environment on cross country skii.1 
Along with cross country ski touring. winter camping skill. will 
be emph.;,sized. $146.00 per person. 
12/29-1/11 
Mlnnoaot. Crou Country Slrll ... Snow.hoe~ng .ntll 
DogII.tIItIIl .. 
The white wilderne .. of northern Minnesota is the back-
drop for this winter adventure. Learn the skills of X-country 
sl(iing. snowshoeing and dogsledding in this 14 dtJy experience. 
$782.00 per person. 
1/5-14'83 .Ig .. nd T •••• lackpeckln" Adwentur. 
Begin your New Year 11'1 the desert/mounloin environment 
of Big Bend Notional Pork in Texas, leor,,;ng and enjoying 
back country camping SUI vi'!!J1 skills. 
$231.00 per person. 
" .. ltI,n ... for s.m..., .... k TrfPlI. W~. o.com. 
"'r •. 7:00 p.m. 
All trips are ovailable to 011 SIUC students. faculty and Itaff. 
Trip costs indudefood. equipment, instruction, transportation. 
ond specialized materiols. unless indicated otherwise. 
'or more Information, contact Marie COItIrove at 
529-4161. Touch of Nature Environmental __ n_,._ 
'eDRTIONOF $500,000. 
WORTH OF BRAND NEW STEREO & VIDEO 
EQUIPMENT WILL BE SO'LD AT PUBLIC AUCTION 
NITH BIDS STARTING AT A FRACTION OF 
f~ETAIL VALUE! 






Auctions at 7 pm 
Auction Preview at 5 pm 
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Pastor welcomes homosexuals, 
despite some church critics 
By Mary Pries 
Staff Writer 
ho!:~~~fs ~out Ch~ch br~~~ 
N oven to be a controversial 
idea for t:.le Rev. Steve Lobacz, 
director of the Wesley Foun-
dation. 
People have complained, 
although Lobacz's attempts to 
welcome homosexuals to the 
United Methodist Campus 
:'\linistry are not connected with 
the Wesley Foundation or the 
United Methodist Church. 
"Jesus never said anything to 
condemn homosexuals," 
Lobacz said. 
"The church is supposed to 
start with people where they 
are. It is anti-gospel to come 
down on homosexuals." 
Twice a week Lobacz puts 
pamphlets at the Student Center 
inviting homosexuals to wor-
ship. 
"I get calls from people with 
responses to this about once a 
~e;!' !~O:tt ftf ~~!:~f,l,~ ~b!~~ 
said. "However some have very 
negative attitudes to it and say 
they think it is a bad idea." 
Lobacz is glad more 
homosexuals are coming out 
and the community is becoming 
more aware. "These are the 
;hurch leaders of tomorrow. 
:\Javbe if we start now, 
homosexuality will be slowly 
accepted for later generati0ns." 
An increase in thoe number of 
homosexuals at the church, 
requests for individual coun-
seling and calls from 
homosexuals who just wanted to 
talk have been the positive 
,results received, he said. 
Lobacz said research has 
shown that homosexuality can 
be a natural expression of 
sexuality. "We just have to 
accept it as part of human 
nature." 
Probably, one of the biggest 
human rights arguments now, 
is over homosexuals in the 
church, Lobacz said. "They 
have been isolated from 
churches." 
Lobacz said homosexuals 
have the right to worship God at 
church. 
"I don't think God asks us to 
be afraid of ourselves," he said. 
"So if we hide from 
homosexuality, wecan'tlive the 
lives God asks us to live." 
The outreach program 
resulted from problems of 
allowing the Gay Peoples Union 
to have potluck dinners in the 
lounge of the church. 
"The church was notified that 
no funds can be used by a 
United Methodist Church to 
support any orgal1ization with a 
homosexual lifestyle," said 
Lobacz. "By letting the GPU 
use our lounge, we were told we 
were violating that rule." 
The GPU stopped meeting at 
the church. 
Lobacz said these lroblems 
with the GPU affecte the vote 
for the church's funding for the 
next year. "It was a close vote 
as to whether we would get the 
same amount of money as last 
year, but we got it. 
"However, many hard and 
hurt feelings were caused by the 
situation," he said. "I have 
strong feelings about any 
minority and I was hurt too, so 1 
decided to start asking 
homosexuals to the church." 
When Lobacz first started 
putting the pamphlets in the 
Student Center, he would set flut 
piles of them. However, when 
he went back later to see if 
anyone had picked some up, 
they were all gone. 
"I started to '.vonder if 
someone was against the idea 
and was throwing them out," 
said Lobacz. "Then, I decided tl) 
only set out groups of about five. 
I found that they would 
disappear at a slower rate." 
Lobacz said he counsds any 
homosexuals who ask him to. 
"Some are finally honest with 
themselves and finally come out 
from behind a mask. Just being 
able to share it with other 
people can help overcome the 
fear of rejection which is 
probably their biggest fear. 1 
try to point out to them what 
Jesus said about loving each 
other. 
Lobacz said this country tries 
too hard to exhibit patterns that 
some people don't fall into. 
"Some even try to convert the 
homosexual. 1 don't believe that 
can be done anymore than to the 
heterosexual. .. 
Lobacz said he saw a TV 
evangelist condemning 
homosexuality and he found it 
amazing how much fun the 
evangelist had. "He was better 
than a cartoon. I just don't 
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We are a leader In fast, exciting fields ... aircraft, missiles, 
electronics, automation. Electrical engineers play a vital 
role in our continued growth and Industry leadership. 
Opportunities for future-minded Electrical Engineers are 
available In thl4e challenging career fields: 
GuIda_ and Control Mec:hanIca 
• Digital Flight Control Design/Analysis 
• Inertial Navigation System Analysis 
• Software Design Development and Validation 
• )"rajectory Analysis 
• Redundant Digital Signal Processing 
• Filtering and Control Techniques 
ReI'''IHy 
• Data Analysis 
• Circuit Analysis 
• Part Stress Analysis 
• Failure Mode and Effect Analysis 
Electron'cs 
• Automatic Test Equipment 
• Embedded Microprocessor Architecture/Design 
• Digital, Analog and RF Equipment/Circ.ult Design 
• Hardware a"d Software 
Fa Contra! S,.t.Is 
• Ract.r 
• Forward Looking Infrared, Television, or l2ser 
Technology 
AwIonIcI T .. t Requlr-.ta~.,... 
• Radar 
• Displays 
• Inertial Systems 
• Flight Computers 
• CommunicatiOn 
If you're ready to ;et your career off the ground, McDonnell 
Douglas would like to talk with you. Sign up at your 
placement office for a personal interview. Here Is the date 
we'll be on campus: 
lUnuy, 
October 11, 1911 /' 
MCDONNELL DOUO ... cY" 
An equal OPllOrlunily employer ~
U.S. Citizenship required 
Das Boot' powered Carbondale's Original Deli 
Free Lunch DeII •• ~I"I~ y action and emotion 
,,
- 11 .. 1:30 
549 .. 3366 
those who shrug off 
films as too weird or 
-garde, think again. Go 
"Das Boot," West G('r-
rna:'v'S latest export. 
niis movie is filled with good 
"Id Am('rican action, drama, 
10\"(' and death, but also has the 
Insight of German writer and 
director, Wolfgang Petersen 
Das Boot (The Boali is about 
the experiences and emotions of 
a German submarine crew on 
patrol during World War II. It 
I'lkes place during the height of 
the naval battle in the Atlantic, 
when Great Britian was star-
ting to regain control of the 
seas. A graphic at the beginning 
of the movie states that 40.000 
men went on submarine patrol 
during the war, 30.000 of which 
ne\"t'r returned. The events of 
thiS movie depict that fact very 
well. 
It's very interesting to 
parallel a German view of 
World War II against the 
l'ountless number of American 
CD GMovie 
-neVleW 
war movies. Showing the 
Germans as heroes with guts 
and determination is a poten-
tially risky portrait for l" .S. 
audiences. However, the acting 
ar." the script are so good that 
we even see the British Navy as 
the "bad guvs." 
Even with that statement. 
"Das Boo(" does not take on the 
tone of a German propaganda 
film. The main focus remains 
on the emotions of the men on 
board. 
That emotional coverage is 
thl;' best part of "Das Boot." 
Petersen brilliantly invests his 
movie with a deep study of 
every range of emotion. from 
humor and camaraderie to the 
fear of dying and even the 
ultimate acceptance of death 
itself. 
Even with the excellent ac-
ting and the superb direction, 
this movie would nnt have made 
it without the absolutel\" 
flawless camera work and 
production techniques. The 
makeup staff also starrl'd in 
this movie. as thei~ work 
depicted the ordeal on the faces 
of the principal characters. 
From beginning to end they 
seemed to age 20 years. ('on-
sidering that most of "Das 
Boot" was filmed in the close 
quarter:. of a World War II 
submarine. it stands out as a 
great tribLte to the German 
mO"ip technicians who created 
it. 
There is only one aspect of 
"Das Boot" that can be 
criticized. About half of the 
English subtitles were un-
necessary. Anyone with any 
sense of art or emotion could 
easily understand the story by 
the excellent acting, directing 
and production techniques. 
This is the last week that 
"Das Boot" will be showing at 
the Saluki Cinema. Because of 
some raw language and 
violence. "Das Boot" carries a 
-Subs - Salads· 
Cheesecake quiche- ~~:t1i~f 
HAN.AR~ 
ION/GHZ 
OLD STYLE NIGHT 
FEATURING: 
'(J Ft: I ~~a~~; 
J,mB' g th, FI,mB,1 
NOCOYIR 
legitimate "R" rating. But it is Hotline 549·1233 




~ Can you be wor1ung cU c\ Civllitiln In rhe mosr 5IMe-of-the-ar. 
environment '" thf!' world? 
~ :;~~~~~~~'"a~"!t~~=Si:!:~n~ chal~ngjng and 
1it WIll your initiallve ~ ~ncouraged and your upabilit1~; viSib~' 
g =~~ ~~~n~""~~~:O:~~o':,bI:;,;otU"ons 
WIll the compr~>iYe training program you rK<'ive 
imrnediat~ accel~rat~ your pay level? 
October 6. 8 p.m. 
$~ 11-50.10.50 
Can you ~ .ho....,.. ~ucIly hOW lar your pot~ntJ.ll will ta.~ ~ 
in 5 yea .. ? 
Check Out These 
PWlCT SCOIl 
"I have never heard Gilbert and SullIvan sung so beauti-
fully. There's a marvelous set and the costU1l1es are just 
outstanding. You couldn't do better than to take the whole 
family." ABC NEWS 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 8:00 P.M. 
$10.50,9.00,8.00 
e Shryock Auditorium 
CALL '453-3378 
M'lil and credit-card phone orders accepted weekda~'s . 
• 
Sa_m.-6p.rn. 
Box-office open weekdays, 11:30 a.IIL- 6 p.m. 
CMLIAN ENGINEI.RING OPPORTUNlnES 




The Aerof1Clutical Systems Dllllsion at Wrfght-Partel5On Air Force Base 
has an assignment worthy of all the nights you've spent burning the 
midnight oil-the planning. research. development. testing and 
acquisition of all U.S. Air Force aerof1Clutical woeapon syster:ns. 
Immediate cillilian positions exist In turbine and ramjet engme 
technology, flight vehicleaerodynarrllcs. structures. fllgh! control and 
control design. materials research. Mvigation. 
communications. surveillance. recon-
naissance and weaponS de-
livery. These areas offer 
unrivaled opportunity 
for Innovation .. .for setting 
precedents ... and for 
stretChing your abilities. 
Our cMlian team of pro-
fessionals have found Dayton. 
Ohio. a super place to live. If 
you like to breathe the open air. it's 
all around. If city hustle suits your 
style. you can have it in Dayton. lverything 
from King's Island to hls- tork Fon Meigs is tucked 
Into a short drive. And Clnclnf1Cltl with It's professional sports. culture 
and night life is right next door. 
There's no red tape in coming on board. We can hire you without 
Bureaucratic delay. The Aeronautical Systems DIvision has been 
mighty good at getting places fast. Let us tell you how woe can do the 
same for your career. 
WI AIlf. INnIlVlEWING ON CAMPUS 
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 5 
IN THE PlAC(MENT OmCL 
SIGN UP fOR AN APPOINTMENT 
OR CONTACT: Recruiting Co-ordinator 
Aeronauttcal Systems DIvIsion 
WlUGHT-PAntISON AIR fORa lASE.. OHIO 454)) 
(SIJ)Z5~14 15~15 




~~~ge~~~' 5il~MJ9:,d co=X~ 
GOOD USED CAR, 1975 Pontiac 
Grandville. 89.000 miles one owner. 
~~~~Il~g~b~r~i:~~' ~~. 
1966 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE, 
~~~~ni~J. ~.~~~' 45~:~~ 
after 6pm. 631SAa28 
1975 HONDA HATCHBACK, low 
::l~~af:m~~",~ o~~~~~·. Call 
6302Aa29 
1976 JEEP CJ-7 New tOfJ and tires, 
~N R~rl~7-= exce le~~:io 
- Aru!t~Ge~rs ~~~ri:=~:'1~:~79 
from Umty Point SchooIB~f~2a 
61 FORD FALCON white two 
door. restorablebreiiable basic 
~s~~ifijon. est offsi31~:i, 
1979 MONTE CARLO, white, AM-
~ce1\~'n~~~din~n.~5oroo~g~i 
offer. Call 457 4369 after 5~IAa28 
1971 HONDA SL6oo. Good 
mechanica~, no rust. low 
~~teMeiiJr5-l~~ = :'53-4343 
6360Aa30 
';2 PINTO W AGOr-< 5250, '73 Pinto 
~~~j~OOO cc $150. Call af~l~ 
Let the Experts Get Your 
Car Ready for Winter 
Serving Carbondale for 
20vears/ 
Huff's Radiator Shop 




Get the facts today! Call 312-742-
1143 Ext. 8848. 5681Aa27 
Motorcycle. 
1980 SUZUKI G. S. 1100. Just 
tuned. Fairing a. Lowers, new K291 
tires, considered best superbike 
19110, S2450. 1·964-1759 before 8:15 
a.m. 6252Ac29 
SUZUKI 1980 TS185, 4000 miles. 
~~~~nmr!:tl.:t ~~~Il:: 
5479. 6303Ac29 
'80 YAMAHA XSllOO ' , Special;', 
~~iti::.tr~1ts~o~Hl:le~~ 
nights before 12. 6327 Ac32 
INSURANCE 






'73 HONDA 450, good condition, 
$500. Call 529-4534. 6228Ac31 
I_I E.tate 
5 ROOM HOUSE for sale, excellent 
condition, in Carbondale $26,5000, ~~ract possible, call ~~r61~ 
KNlnlN KNOOK 





TWO MOBILE HOMES. 88xlOO lot, 
land improvements, excellent 
condition, located East of Crab 




TWO BEDROOM, 121152. fur-
~1Ow~~~~'ni~;'lot~~.iJTs~· 
5266. B5975Ae32 
TRAILER-HOME FOR SALE, 
Carbondale. Cozy mobile home 
with built-in bed, hardwood desk 
and bookshelves. Stove, 
r:~~~er:~0:d~':l11~~t~ios~t1~~ 
stream. Strawberries raspberries 
pianted. $2.600, firm. Bob,549-1965, 
keep trying. 6059Ae34 
PURCHASE YOUR OWN 12xSO. 2 
bedroom Mobile Home for as low 
as 52995 with as low as $254.75 
g~~:al~etl~grl:iW~~es~dN~:[h 
Highway 51. 549-3000. B61i19Ae40 
SOxl0 2- BEDROOM, S5OO.00 down, 
r!l!r~f~ :~~ll~ ~~!ed~~ 
~a~~:e£~~~.rn·lk~::~ 
12x63 MARLETI'E MOBILE Home 
1969, Central air, gas heat, hot 
water. and stove. 4,750 obo. Call 
Kevin 529-3950. 6367Ae30 
CARBONDALE 12x60 NEAR 
CAMPUS-Large Carpeted Kit· 
chen. 2 bedrooms, UDderpinned, 
Tiedown, Shed Great Cofldition. 
549-1338. 6350Af'_17 
Mlscellaneou. 
~!ft~I~~~~!,.U= ~~ ~~ 
1979 Y AMARA X'rnOO. on-off road, bondale. Can goodo, close-out Of! 
new chain. sp'rockets. brakes. house plants, commodes $39,95, 
S850.00or best offer. 529-~c28 raa.,'1!t~:.;.iW~O~2~ stt;.~: 
and '22.95. mattress and box 
HONDA CX-SOO WA TER c~ed, springs $489.95 a set and up. Tools, 
shaft drh.e, excellent condition. many other items too nlDllberous 
51soocallJohn.529-2ll95. 6269Ac28 ~7~er:.on. all at discoun~f:~ 
1919 HONDA TWINSTAR. I&C, g,~J[j~st~~r~~!l:r'::=~ ~~r;.P.erat:r~CYo~L~'e. 51:~~ 
Phone 684-6891 after 5. 6321Ac29 i RawlLAgs. 549-2454. B611MAf42 
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STEREO 
REPAIR 
Au410 ..... ol .... ,.....tI 
(ocros. from ,he old train .tallon 
. POIlu .......... ",,,,,,,,, 
..... ~ ........... ...... 
AUDIO IftCIAUIft 
126 5.111. s.t9·SC95 
STEREO 
SABIN AUDIO 
........ eny ...... town 
.... SAc.tlUI ... 
~1Dt 
MAXILL UDXLII14.H_ 
4."1ech c... Lot 
JYC PC-JJW QUINrIT 






"AIMAHI JD a-tfa 
"AIIDON UICA 
HA"AMICHI OIIADO 
ANOMAHY·OYIIIII ... NDS 
~~"8 ~m 
IJn South It. 
MUrphyaltcwo 
I YOUNG'S USED FURNITURE, ~~~~t:i~ts~:~ ~~rs~o~cf~~: Division, Carterville 6232Af42 
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT-
WEDDING RING set. "l carat 
~~~fe~~ean~o:~.gW';Jl:g l:~~ 
contains five small diamonds. 
Appraised $5300, askin~ $3000. 
~&.·s 549-7304. evenings Ji~ 
1975 BUlCK SKYLARK $1200, 1974 
Yamaha 500 DOHC S550. Sigma 6 
string guitar '180. 549-3759. 
6347Af31 
CONTEMPORARY DINING 
ROOM table. chairs. Glass and 
chrome table with 2 leaves. New 
52500. now $800. Days, 549-7381, 
evenings, 457-4221. 86351Af31 
Electronics 
STEREO SPEAKERS. ADVENT. 
Sansui a. Infinities. Excellent 
condition. Must SeU. Call 549-0889. 
623iAg27 
mM EXECUTIVE, WORKS well. 
overhauled recently. Not a 
selectric, $300. 549-7139. 6332Ag30 
TUK SA-9O $2.SO. Maxell UDXLII 
$3.00 Maxell UDXUI-S 14.00. 529-
1681. 6329Agl7 
Pet. & Supplle. 
BRANTLEY'S BUNNY 
BROKERS. Wide selection of 
:~:~t~~ ~~~b~:ni:s~es, and 
5912Ah29 
DOG HOUSE AND PEN '25. Call 
453-2219 ask for Diane. 6343Ah28 
REGISTERED SADDLE BRED 
HORSE. 4 years old Very genUe. 
$700.00!l85-M42 or 993-6545. 
6363Ah31 
PUREBRED BIRMAN KITrENS. 
$50.00 985-6442 or 993-6545. 6362Ah31 
Bicycle. 
WOMEN'S 3-SPEED SCHWINN. 
Good condition, best offer. call457-
8518 after Sp.m. Ask for R~t4.i27 
80 RALEIGH GRAND PRIX. 
excellent condition. 24" frame, 
blue, Avocet seat, toe clips, 
=~~ra~r~nf~. ~_~~k. 
6334Ai30 
SMALL BOY'S DIRT bike. Sch-
winn. '25. Call 457·6132 after 
4:00pm. 6364Ai29 
Sporting Gooci. 
~~~C!NFre!~;~t ... ~:~:~ 
condition .150 firm. 529-5886633sAk30 
) Mu.lcal 
, YAMAHA CP-30 ELECTRIC 





FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM 
:&~t~lose to cam&~i~ 
I AND 2 BEDROOM. Nice~ flD" 
~1::J:£-5~1~3S, ~f~~6136ti:ir in 
SUBLEASER WANTED FOR 
~~~i~~y apt for informaJ:~B~ 
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
3partment. AC, quiet, water, gas 
paid. carlleted, available im-
~::i:J:~h~' 1305 S. W:~~ 
COUNTRY PARK MANOR, now 
~~m~f~ffois~3 ~.a~~IJh= 
1741.9-5 M-F. B6201Ba42 





APARTMENT for rent, close to 
campus, ,ISO month, 2012 S. D1. 
~~va~t~rbJ~a:,~~~ia~~~ 
TWO BEDROOM OLDER, flD'-~~'rir'li. 4003~bl~cr:~at1Jr:~ter R'~~. 
building. 529-1368. B6287Ba29 
MURPHYSBORO. NICE NEW 
three room a~artmen~ furnished. ~~~~. 0 pets. '~~:r:il 
ROYAL RENTALS 
EFF. APTS. 
Furnished, a/c. carpet 
$170.00 Monthly 
2 BEDROOM MOBilE HOMES 
Furnished, a/c. anchored 
.. mderpinned. 
$1"0.00 ,;"onthly. 
.. 57· ..... 22 
NO PETS 
CARTERVILLE EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENTS, furnished, lights 
and water paid, SI25-montb. 
Crossroads Rt. 13. 1-985-6108. 
B6319Ba29 








NICE EFFICIENCY. Located at 
~~rric1fy~rt~Trt~ay:l~~9_~l~~ 





(availabl. for Fall) 
Call 'oroppolntment 
549·6610 
THREE BEDROOM UN· 
~VIf~l~~!t~~~:~= ~i. 
$6OOmo. No pets. 549-738i6352Ba31 
.."., New Management 
.... AprpI'onc ... NllwF.mrn.,. ..... 'Loundo-,_~_ 
'_ ..... 2 ___ .... · .... 











COUNTRY SETI'ING 7 miles from 
University. 3 or 4 bedroom home 
on 5 acres with wood heat. $375. 
Pbone 687-3336. B6233Bb28 
VERY NICE TWO bedroom 
duplex. air, !!arpet. wa~der. CAP-
oIiances furmshe(l. OutSl e ar-
bondale. 529-1735 and 457~Bb37 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, three 
bedroom - furnished, $390.00. 529-
1539. 6255BbJO 
SECLUDED IN BOONIES! All 
sizes. Rustic, rural. re;acefUI. West 
~~5:J~~.'~~~.t~tf~TI::s 
NICE FURNISHED TWO 
bedroom, 1105 W. Gher. 4-l)locks 
=-r:~:h~J~~J:~in~~~, 
TWO BEDROOM. FURNISHED 
no utilities included. Gas heat. hot , 
~~!llie c!~ t~ p~~rythin'276~sg21 
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE nice. 
A;~11~~ei~~~::;:e';~~~~.ts. 
6307Bb31 
BASEMENT HOUSE. FUR· 
~~~~~ $I~ ~~:~~t~1~2~ 
549-8206 or 54~2250. B6328Bb30 
AVAILABLE NOW. EXTRA nice. 
Close to cllmpus. 3 and 4 bedrooms. 
Fumisht'd, no pets. 54~mBb46 
HOUSES 
Large and small 
2, 3, ~ Bedroom Apartments 
CLOII TO CAMPUI 
519·1'" 
Mobile Home. 
EXTRA NICE 12 and 14 wides. 2 
bedroom. carpeted, air. furnished. 
~od location, no pets please. 549-
91. 6025Bc33 
COUNTRY LIVING CLOSE to 
town. 12x60 2 or 3 bedrooms, flD'-
nished or unfurnished. air. carpet. 
anchor, underpinned. ample 
r:i~~:: no pets. 9f~t~::, 
THREE BEDROOM. NICE.LY 
a'~~~1. r;,V.'iJ:::: t~~gl:: 
call 549-8162 or 529-3276, after 5. 
f.086Bc36 
:R:O~:i H3~~le O~~p~~ 
Center. in residential area, 2-miles 
to campus or downlowl!. no high-
~:droc:,rm~a~~:::r~1 ts~~I~nd ~r 
services, cable-visIO~ 50-ft. lot 
~~~~1ro~~e:srp=ger:t~~, ~ 
gallon water heater, available 
Immediately. One available with 
~~:\~~~~~.d. Call 457-
B6256Bc27 
ONE DOZEN ROSES with 12-
month lease. Onl3 two left. One ~1e~~!Yl:..n~~~~~I~~' Small 
625@c30 
MURPHYSBORO AREA. TWO 
bedroom, water sewer, ant.i trash Pick-~nisbed. $lS0-mo. no 
pets, after 5:00. 6248Bc32 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME 
furnished and air conditioned. Nice 
~ witb trees. Gas heat. Clean. 
ated in Lakewood Park Sub-
division near Crab Orchard 
~~~-:a~9.~:ri ::~4j.~~~n~r 
5pm. B6239Bc32 
TWO BEDROOM MOBILE bome 
furnished and air conditioned. 
Natural gas heat. Clean. Large 
ta.:i:e:s'ft;t::tall.1v~!~esan~a~~~ 
~!n~P~~~~e:r ~~~ ~~:"s 
pm . B6238Bc32 




University IIal\ 6 blocks from 
campus. no pets. 150-m~~. 
KNOLLCIInl' .. NTAU 
MOeIUHOMU 
Benct. 12 wide 
85.00& up 
Air and Carpet, gas heat 
3 miles West an OlD 13 
68.C.2330-687 ·1588 
~obll.Hom •• 
:'olE AND TWO bedroom, nicely 
Irnished, reasonable, energy 
~:i,ie:;'~.=,r campus, ~~~~ 
'O~CERNED ABOUT WINTER 
~~r~~:~l~ }~3.' c1~~=.il ~~ s~r:f!: ':a~r':r'\f~~i~oc~~r 
leat, water, .trash ~i~up. Lawn 
maintenance Include(! In rent. $145 
~r month and up. Available now, 
~~~~ra~::'i~o:fr~~~i~:S~~ 
3002 after 5 pm. B6273Bc42 
tOx50. MARRIED COUPLE or ~h~f~enS::!t:'~~~4~' J11B~ 
$t25 00 WILL RENT 2 bedroom, 
~\~~S~~if;' n,;;"rRa':~J:1 ,"a;. 
;'19-3850. B6294BC28 
~~u ~:rf~~;.~SwfSls~~:;§. ~g 
"ides. $150. Call 529·4444. Pets 
o~a) . B6296BC43 
[.\KEWooD PARK. SOUTH of ~~l~~\~il ~::f:e r~:r~~~. a 
B629IBC28 
TWO BEDROOM MOBILE home, 
rna", extras. Please investigate 
S200 1Jo month. Call 529-2920, 5~ 
3350 6273BcJO 
TWO BEDROOM. NICE lot. Water 
and trash pick·up paid. 54~~~.c30 
10x.;5 TWO BEDROOM, partially 
furnished, city water,. very 
f~~:t.~ ::6~~~~~ plus ~~~ 
f~~~~t?~?:~i\esnr~~~~~~ 
·\lso one and tWIJ hedr(l(lm apart· 







North Hwy 51 
14.· ... 
10X50 2 BEDROOM Underplnneo 
and extra added insulation make 
~~u~~~~PI~~~W~ b~lJsm~~~e ~ru~~ 
Carbondale 5135 per month. Phone 
rJ;7·2346 after 5pm. B6359Bc33 
Rooms 
WO:'IIElI': Sunny private room 40 
yards from main campus in aU· 
Y'omen Saluki Hall near shops and 
bank. $125-mo. 716 S. University. 
529-9139 between 4: 00-6: 00 &~Bd36 
'lICE ROOM NEAR recreation 
~~~~'J~~er,~~il,~9s~g. 
KING'S INN MOT~L825 E. Main-
Cable T" (HBOl, furnished, air 
;~~::eo;~h~::~~~M~w. $62.25 
B6264Bd42 
PRIVATE ROOMS NEAR cam· 
~i Flexible payment pl~BS:O 
r:-. THREE BEDROOM HOUSE· 
own room. SI37.00mo. Two blocks 
~~~::lrers6:~~~~le o~~ 
Roommat •• 
W ANTED TO SHARE 3 bedroom 
~iW~es~:ar~~ EI:rr:~W,"l 
miles west of campus. 684-=Se27 
ROOMMATE NEEDED, CLOSE 
~o~~~~::~ ~1i~:~~~bS4~~ 
~756. 6182Be27 
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 
nice two bedroom house in ~iet :~~in~~==[~Jfg:·!~ 45~ 
8716. 624IBe27 
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR two 
bedroom Lewis Park apt. Fur· 
~:r:a~·f!.::'~~~~· 
6262Be27 
:\IALE OR FEMALE needed 
. mmediatelfo 3 bedroom I>ouse, big 
~~~lk campus. own62687~ 
.. 




I HELP WANTED 




WAITRESS, NEAT AP~ 
PEARANCE, food personalit~ 18 
~~y<?~d~ t.P~lfin~~:.m.3pm~62~ 
I COUNSELOR-CLINICAL I 
SUPERVISOR. Full·time child I 
counselor·clinical supervisor to 
provide out·patient services to 
youths 3-17 years old. Must have 
own transportation and be willing I 
to work some evenings. Master's in 
Human Service required with a 
minimum .of ~ years e.xperience ~~v~~:~~~i~~d~u:fr;~~7a.:ail 
counseling. consultation and starr 
~~th'1~SiS~c:tfny C~n~~tt~~~ 
Services Program, 604 E. College ~~ri~~ft~eE~~ioy:i90A62s18~1 






HELP FOR RAPE Victims, their 
families and frietlds. Counseling 
and information on medical, police 
and le~l procedures. 24 hours 529-
~~:ier ~a~:rb!~~~~' . Ws"e~l::g 
Southern IUinois Communities for 
9 years. 6209E39 
SPlELI~nh~ND~~:~~g S~:d 
constructhn. 'llesidential and 
comme""lal. Free consultation 
549-7OP.9 evenings. 6312E34 
N~ED HE!. P WRITING that 
I-dper? Call Rick, experienced 
wrIting tutor. 687·3584. 6299E29 
TYPING IS OBSOLETE! Word 
proCeSSin\~aves .you. time and 
~~~iey.r;,. ~§SlY~~' d\~~~~~~~ 
call WordProat 549-G736. B6309E40 
c .......... c ......... 
............... 
* Birth Control 
* P.~egnancy 
* Sexual Concerns 
Call the a~g Welln~ Center ,~, 
53"~1 .;-.::.;;-; 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. 
THESES, term papers, resumes, 
etc. Fast serVIce, reasonable 
rates. 457·7643. 6326E45 
P 
call BIRTHRIGHT 
Free pregnancy testing 




AIR CONDITIONERS BROKEN 
or running. We pickup. Call 549· 
8243 5967F32 
WANTED: USED PIANO 529-30i81 
after 4:00 p.m. 5mF31 
NORTH CAROLINA STUDENT 
~~~~o:~~~~~n:;d to ~~i~ 
co Daily Egyptian, Com· 
munications Bldg., Carbondale,,-~ 
62901. 6345NU 
MURPHYSBORO. THE CHALET CARTERVILLE LIVE·IN FOR 
:t.ry',~:t~~:yr~cI3~~~.Tbur. older woman recovering from a 
6322C30 ~~Mi ~~::e~~e bedrOOW6i4~ 
-C-L-E--A-N--I-N-G----L-A--D-Y-. 
CARBONDALE, wages 
~fiol17?J:.w. reliable, rere=~ 
AFTERCARE ALCOHOL 
COUNSELOR to J!fOvide case l»-
ordination, indiVlilual and ~p 
counseling to alcoholics returning 
~I~~ I ~rp:~~n~ ~~~~ iTceantti of~~ 
Bachelor degree and experience 
working wit/.! alcoholics. Excell~t 
frin~e Deneflls. Equal opporturu!a 
~1~Wt1~~i .~r.~~~o~e:~ggt to 
Alcohol Treatment Services, 604 E. 
College, Carbondale,Il~~ 
EXCELLENT PART·TIME JOB. 
~~::s~IiForNi~~~~~ron L:~~: 
Campus Dimensions, 727 Penn 
t5k~~e Suite 220, Pittsbur&&A 
SERVICES 
OFFERED 
KARIN'S ALTERATIONS, 224\2 
S. Illinois, corner of Walnut and 
Dlinois. Tues.·Fri. 1~5:3Opm. Sat. 
Hpm. 529-1081. 5945E31 
GILBERT BOLEN FURNITURE 
Repair, modern and antique 
furniture repaired and restored 
with custom made INU1s. Over 30 }'ears ex~ence. 337 Lewis Lane, 
carbondale. 457-4924. B6095E37 
LOST 
::ANNON SUPER 8 Movie camera 
Nith Malota instant camera. 549-
t281. 6278G28 
LOST· PAIR OF GLASSESS on 
~~:Jfl~~~ot:,~e:.; ~~~~r:\?' :fg~ 
4444. 63UG28 
PEN·WATCH, POSSIBLE place: 
Wham Building. Great sentimental 




TYPING. FAST, ACCURATE. GREAT SKATE TRAIN, Adult ~u':.~allans'!~~ge. ~g:g, ~:ft~~.SUndaY Night. ~tt. 
SOOT MAGIC CHIMNEY sweep 
says· Winter is cominll. Let', an 
get ready! carterville 985-4465. 
8OO1E39 
WESTt:RN HORSEBACK 
RIDING lessons. Group fee $8.00. 
private SIO.OO. Lear,! to catch. 
~m and saddle. Child through 
adult. Professional instructor. 4 
miles East of carbondale. Silver 
Star Stables. Call 98&-6214. 6277J30 
AUCTIONS 
& SALES 
THE SPIDER WEB buy and sell 
used furniture and antiques ;; miles 
south 011 51. 549-1782. 6244K42 
"Illy Hello to a Good luy" 
FLEAMAR~ET 
Oct. 2 & 39:00am-6:00am 
JOHNSTON CITY 
(one block off 1·57.e.ill59) 
Booth. $6 inside 55 OUlsI,!- • 




new·Antiques, collectibles, fur· 
niture, and dolls. Gingerbread 





Wont to II. an SLA' 
Pick up Information about 
SLA's and other groups 
at 
SOUt ..... ..,..'IfI. 
Student Activities Fair 
on Friday, O<:t. I, Noon· .. 





Happy lit I! Ilrt""yl 
I'lft 10 ,lad you 
ca .... to 
SIU 
and have 1I0tten 10 
Involv.-d, and I'm proud 
to be your fatherl 
Let', Celebrate Tonl,h'l 
KEVIN INTE'tESTED IN AN investment? ( 
blt~~ Cr~~~t~ uftu~~h~~~g .c><><>o..c:;>..c:;>..""""",,::;>..c::;>..c~ 
51. next to Arnold's ~arket. I am 
interested in selling shares in the 
~7s':'B~:S 549-7304, ev~~ 
INSTANT CASH 
For Anything Of 
Gold Or Silver 
Cof_J_Iry.C ..... IIOp-Itt. 
JI.J Col .. au 1.111417-6131 
RIDERS WANTED 
RIDE ' , THE STUDENT Transit" 
~~~h~~~~~~~::~b~'ri~~i~ 
?pm. returns SUndaY's. Just over 5 
hOurs to Chicagolaiid. Only $45.7S 
roundtrip. for reservations in· 
formation phone 529-1862. 608OP36 
Tim, 
FRIDA X WAS GREAT 
Next time let's use' 
whips & chains. 
CANDY 
Computerized catalogues 
to lighten library work 
By Lisa Tecklenburg 
Student Writer 
SJU-C students may spend 
less time shuffling through the 
card catalog and more time 
scanning a computer terminal 
at Morris Library next year. 
The new Library Computer 
System will be used to catalog 
and charge out materials at 
Morris Library, said Don Wood. 
serials librarian. 
The computer system will 
enable patrons to locate a book 
by title and author. Terminals 
will show how many copies of 
the book are stocked at Morris 
Library, where they are 
shelved, and which are 
available to be borrowed. 
The computer terminals have 
been installed, but will not be 
ready for full use at the library 
until 1983. 
SJU.(' is ilew to the Library 
Computer System. At this time 
the terminals are used to verify 
basic bibliographic data or to 
borrow a title from one of 19 
cooperating libraries through 
interlibrary loan. 
However. Wood said the 
library will be "on line" by 
January 1983. All catalog in· 
formation concerning books. 
serials, and periodicals are 
being typed into the system. 
In July 1983, following a six· 
month trial period, Wood said 
the system will be fully utilized. 
Librarians will use the ter· 
minals to catalog books and 
charge the., out to patrons. 
The computer system is 
funded by grants from the 
JIlinois Board of Higher 
Education. According to Wood. 
the University finances only the 
maintenance and repair costs, 
about $50,000 of the $2 million 
project. 
-CampusrqJrie{s--
BOB OUV ALL. All-Star football 
and baseball8!:r.;er, drafted by the 
I:v:.n~iock ~~rs~~~~:~ 
~~~l~~~ndi!~;;."!m~~t IlIit:n~ 
music concert by Randy and Dana 
RothwellL,at 7 I!.m. Tuesday 
through rriday in -Student Cetlter 
Ballroom A, sponsored by 
Maranatha Christian Center . 
1!i:::~ ~ti~J~ ~ J:~~r:. 
ELECTIONS will be held at the 
meeting of the Society for the 
Advancement of Mana~ement at 7 
p.m. Tuesday in Morris 
Auditorium. 
Doctor uses hypnosis to control pain 
By Mary Beanett 
Student Writei' 
Imagine having your tooth 
pulled without the use of 
novocaine or any other 
anesthesia. Painful? Not 
necessarily. 
Hypnosis is being used as an 
alternative to drugs for pain 
control. 
Hypnosis will not eliminate 
the pain entirely. But by 
examining it and looking at the 
quality of the pain. the patient 
can find a way of dealing with it 
that doesn't hurt as much, 
according to Dr. Alvin Hum-
f~~~I~stky~~~~~ral~~~e~i~ 
Carbondale. 
"Hypnosis has a dramatic 
effect on human behavior," he 
said. Humphrey got his training 
as a hypnotist with the 
American Society for Clinical 
Hypnosis which is recognized 
by the American Psychological 
Association. He has been a 
practicing hypnotist for three 
years. 
Humphrey says he has used 
hypnosIS to help people quit 
smoking, lose weight, control 
stress through relaxation, and 
deal with sexual dysfunctions. 
Many people see hypnosis as 
an easy way to solve their 
problems by placing the burden 
of solution on somebody else. 
"Most people view hypnosis 
as hOCUS-pocus." Humphrey 
said. But what hypnosis really 
does is enable the patient to look 
deeIIer into himself for answers 
and'solve his own problems. 
"All I'm doing is showing 
them how," he added. 
Hypnosis is a process of in-
teraction. It involves 
cooperation between the hyp-
notist and the patient. The 
patient's willingness to be 
hypnotized plays a large part in 
the success of the procedure, he 
said. 
Humphrey usually begins ~ 
procedure by making the 
patient feel more comfortable. 
He then asks him to tune into his 
body and become aware of body 
~ition, gradually leading him 
mto a state of pre-
consciousness. 
In this sleep-like condition it 
is possible to trace a patient's 
memory back to early 
childhood. 
Many people are fearful that 
under hypnosis the hypnotist 
has complete control over the 
mind. They are afraid they will 
lose control over their actions. 
This is not true, Humphrey 
said. The hrPnotist can only 
make suggestIons. The patient 






doesn't really want to do it, he 
said. 
HypnosiS is a natural way of 
dealing with problems "to 
better the quality of our life," 
Humphrey said. It is a part of a 
holistic approach to health. 
"The less we intervene in 
natural situations, the better 
they will go," he said. 
Hypnosis leads to a different 
type of awareness, he said. "It's 
really an unusual experience." 
Appeal of decision is delayed 
in conference center dispute 
Getting in TOUch 
A workshop on Relax-
ation techniques includblg 
By Mike :ooIelson 
Staff Writer 
Attorneys handling Car-
oondale's appeal of a lower 
court decision which declared 
the city's use of eminent domain 
unconstitutional. have been 
dealt another setback - a two 
week delay. 
On Sept. 13. the Illinois 
Supreme Court upheld a motion 
filed by Carbondale attorney 
James Broom on behalf of most 
owners of property slated for 
the downtown conference 
center. Broom contended that 
the city filed an incomplete 
record of the case with the 
appeals court in Mount Vernon. 
As a result. the city's appeal 
will be delayed for an additional 
two weeks. 
T" .. o weeks may not seem like 
a major delay but the city and 
the project's developers are 
under deadline pressure. 
Federal officials have imposed 
a Dec. 31. 1984 deadline for 
completion of the project. 
U the city fails to give the 
project's developer, Carbondale 
Convention Center, Inc., the 
land needed for the project 
early in 1983, $10.5 million in 
revenue bonds may be called in. 
If the bonds are called in, the 
city will be forced to pay a 
$140.000 interest penalty to the 
developer. 
Before Broom's motion was 
upheld on Sept. 13, the property 
owners were required to file 
their brief with the court by 
Sept. 15. According to an official 
of the court, the property 
owners' briefs are not due until 
Oct. 7. The city has the option to 
file a brief in response, which is 
due Oct. 21. 
Although the property owners 
now have an additional two 
weeks to file briefs. at least one 
has already done so. Court 
records show that on Sept. 24, a 
brief was filed on behalf of 
Atwood Drugs, 224 S. Illinois 
Ave. 
As a result of the Illinois 
Supreme Court ruling, the city 
Museum to exhibit sculptures 
Sculptures representing work 
done in the last 10 yearS' by 
internationally known· artist 
Ernest Trova will be on exhibit 
at the University Museum 
beginning Wednesday through 
Oct. 21. 
The 21 small sculptures. on 
exhibit from the University 
Museum Collection, were 
executed in steel. painted steel 
Health News ••• 
IY DR. ROY S. WHITE 




If you're f_ling out of sorts, 
wi1h a vague discomfort in your 
back, your spine may be out 
ofbalonce, 
Your spine serves 0 vital 
function in many ways. The 
spine and nervous system at-
tached to it, in fact, have a 
direct effect on many of the 
functions of your body. It's 
important ta keep the spine 
in proper balance. 
The spine i. connected to a 
foundation made up of your 
pelvis and legs. If this found-
ation i. well-balanced and 
wonting normally, it helps to 
keep your spine in balance, 
otherwise It can couse pain 
and discomfart, 
For e)Cample, It a house's 
and wood. They represent wide 
stylistic changes Trova has 
explored since his "Falling 
Man" theme which has been 
popular for several years. 
The pieces to be exhibited 
were completed after the 
"Falling Man" series and are 
representative models of the 
larger public works done by 
Trova in the last decade. 
;~'"~ ~,~ 
Dr. White 
foundation is crooked or un-
sfflady, It will distort the walls. 
You11 _ crocb in the plaster. 
Doors won't fit properly. Win-
dows may not open, You can 
repair the crocked plaster and 
trim the doors and windows 
to fit again. But how long will 
these "cover-ups"last? 
Your body also needs a good 
foundation. If your spine is out 
aI boIanca. seek the treat. 
ment you need to put it 
right again. 
DOyou ..... a ........ '
Writ. or call ••• 
~!Ca~~~~J!; 
103 S. WaShington 
Carbondale, IIlinotS 62901 
618457-8127 
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must me over 1,000 pages 
omitted from the record filed 
with the circuit court. Broom 
cited a 1979 revision in Supreme 
Court rules as the basis for 
fiJinl! his motion. The city is 
represented in the appeal by 
Carbondale attorney James 
Zimmer. 
According to a clerk of the 
Supreme Court, it may be late 
November before the city's 
appeal is heard by the court. It 
may possibly be two months or 
more before a decision is 
hanrlf'l'! 
massage, meditation, 
and exerdse, Tuesday, 
September 28. 7 -9pm, 
~.'( 
~ 0 ILLINOIS LIQUOR MARTS 
AD GOOD AT THE FOLLOWING CARBONDALE LIQUOR MARTS. 
.A .... A ... AN~ 
LIQUOR ~\ART 
WALL & WALNUT 




109 N. WASHINGTON 
Drive-up Window 
UrtO!J~" ru.:IJ.e1" .t~ .. VI/I"'- ~.,~ 
• 799 ~Ii' ,.39 ·i'lSi~l.lil, nan . ~
CASE (2/12 pak cans) ~' 12 pak cans " 
AD GOOD FOR lUES AND WED 
Addicts get a chance outside of prison 
First or two articles 
8v Jeann. Hunter 
Siaff Writer 
Prison could be hell on earth 
for the drug addicted criminal. 
Once inside, few chances 
remain for rehabilitation. 
Treatment Alternative to 
Street Crime, a statewide 
agency with a branch office in 
Murphysboro, offers hope to 
addicted offenders. It seeks to 
help them become drug free 
through alternative sentencing 
and rehabilitation. 
"In the last six months, TASC 
has screened about 50 people 
and rejected about 50 percent." 
\Ykhael Damian, Murphysboro 
lASe coordinator, said. "Those 
rejected usually have no drug 
problem or a violent history." 
T ASC screens about 10 in-
dividuals a month. 
The agency was formed 
through the Dangerous Drug 
Act of 1971. But, it was not until 
19i6 that TASe took over from 
the Illinois Department of 
,Yental Health as the official 
~!::~hta~~~ ~~~l~~~g to drt~! 
courts. TASC became fully 
operational statewide about 
eight months ago, Damian said. 
Tile Dangerous Drug Act 
states that if an addict is 
charged and convicted of a 
crime. treatment may be 
something other than in-
carceration. 
TASe determines who is 
eligible and acceptable for the 
program. It also indentifies and 
provides treatment facilities for 
addicted offenders entering the 
criminal justice system and it 
pro\'ides accountability bet-
ween the criminal justice 
system and the health care 
delivery system, Damian said. 
"T ASC provides a service to 
the criminal justice system 
which often doesn't have the 
time to determine who has drug 
problems and who would be an 
appropriate candidate for drug 
treatmpnt.·· he said. "We don't 
proyide the treatment. 
Basicallv we are a liaison 
betwpen' the C'riminal justice 
~ystem and the drug treatment 
centers." 
Interviewing individuals 
seeking treatment under TASC 
takes two forms. The arrest 
circumstanc .. s and past 
criminal, records are checked 
to determine eligibility. For 
example. the crime committed 
lust be non-violent in nature, 
and no record of violent crime 
convictions may exist. A per-
son's attitude toward becoming 
drug free determines ac-
ceptability in the program. 
Possession of 30 grams of 
more of a controlled substance 
or deliverv of a controlled 
substance also renders a person 
ineligible for treatment. The 
intent of this rule, Damian said, 
was to ensure that someone 
selling drugs dtJeSn't have a 
enance at TASe rehabilitation 
pr~:emt~pes of drugs abused 
have not been consistent. It is 
very rare to see narcotics, at 
least street narcotics, but we 
have seen some. Abuse of 
prescription drugs is more 
common," he said. 
"A lot of people we screen are 
Puzzle answers 
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using not just one drug but 
about four. five or six and 
maybe a bottle of wine too. It 
a~azes me the thmgs people 
wdl do to their bodies." 
Addicted offenders are 
referred to T ASC in several 
ways, Damian said. Most 
referrals come from county 
jails. '.'The jails call and I go to 
mtervlew the person," he said. 
Public defenders. defense 
attorneys and probation officers 
also call to refer possible 
candidates, he said. Oc-
casionally, individuals may call 
or write to the T ASC office for 
self referral. ''I've received 
letters from those in jails and 
sometimes families call." 
Referrals may also come to the 
agency through a court order or 
from the state's attorney. 
For each individual referred 
to the agency, TASC provides to 
the courts a diagnostic 
evaluation, in-court testimony, 
referral to treatment. if 
eligible. and monitoring and 
tracking services on the in" 
dividual, Damian said. 
"Once the court puts someone 
into a drug treatment program, 
we monitor the individual 
throughout the treatment.". he 
said. This means, at least two 
on-sight visits a month and a 
monthly report to the judge. 
"If a person skips out of 
treatment, we are committed to 
notify the judge within 24 hours. 
When a person is terminated 
unsuccessfully, in most cases. it 
is usually a parole violation and 
a warrant is issued for tile 
person's arrest," Damian said. 
"I like the concept of not only 
getting someone's verbal and 
written agreement to take care 
of their problems, but to also 
have that as a condition to their 
probation, with legal con-
sequences for not doing what 
they have agreed to do," he 
said. 
Residential waiting lists of six 
to eight weeks may exist for bed 
space for those seeking treat-
ment through TASe. Damian 
said. 
Since opening in Mur-
physboro about a year ago, he 
said that TASC bas had in-
dividuals seeking treatment 
from seven of the 21 counties it 
serves in Southern Illinois. SlU-
e has not made a difference in 
the number of people seeking 
aid from Jackson County as 
opposed to those seeking aid 
from other counties. 
The TASe office in Mur-
physboro is monitoring about 15 
individuals in this area. They 
are both in and out patients. 
Damian said. The average 
. ~;:,~~~ o!i:~m~ A~rr:o~~~t in~ 
year to a year and a half. 
Statewide, approximately 60 
to 65 percent of those entering 
treatment under T ASe finish 
successfully. But. because the 
Murphysboro T Ase branch is 
only about a year old, its suc-
cess rate is hard to predict, 
Damian said. However, the first 
successful terminations are 
beginning to occur. 
Whatever T ASC's successes. 
with more budget cuts from the 
federal government on the 
horizon, Don Semi. Chicago 
TASe coordinator. said that 
some of the TASe programs 
(pay be in jeopardy. t.:nder the 
strain of the funding cuts. Semi 
said that the agency may be 
forced to cut back some of its 
travel and equipment expenses 
to avoid cutting back on its 
programs. . 
The T ASe agency, DamIan 
said, actually saves the state 
money. It costs 57.000 to 58,000 
annually to keep someone in a 
drug treatment house as op-
posed to the estimated $15.000 to 
520.000 it costs annually to keep 
someone in prison. 
T ASC spends 51.8 million 
annually. Semi said. The 
Murphysboro office gets about 
$65.000 each year. TASe is 
funded under a 50-50 grant that 
brings in equal amounts of 
money from the state and 
federal governments. But, the 
state government has been 
picking up the difference in 
funding created by federal 
cutbacks. Semi saId. 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
SPONSORS 
Men's and Women's 
INDOOR MINI-
INTRIIS DUI: Tues. 
10/5,11 pm SRClnfo 
CAr.AiNS· MEETING: 
Tues. 10/5. ~:OOpm 
Room 158SRC 
SOCCER TOURN-MENT 
ELIGIILE: All SIUC students and 
faculty/staff with SRC Use CArds. 
·Soccer Club members must 
play in A Division and limited to 2 




We're McDonnell Douglas-one 01 the world's leaders in lost 
moving. exciting fields military and commercial aircraft. 
missiles. spacecrart. electrOniCs. automaNon and health 
services 
~~11,;N;~r~~~~~?t~~~!r~~?~~~!~~k~: 
What we offer is a wide variety of advanced technical pro-
Jecls and a chance to get involved, really involved. in pro-
grams on the leading edge of technology. 
So. if you're on engineer or computer S(>JCialist whO wanrs a 
jOb with real responsibility. sign up 01 your Placement Office 
for on interview. ' 
We'1I be OIl compus' 
1U~sd·YI 
Octobcr 11, 198! . 
Q/ 
MCDONNE~DOUGLAS~ 
An equal opportunity employer ~ 
U.S, Citizenship required 
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Fielders gear up 
after loss to win 3 
Bv JoAnn l\larciszewski 
:\ssociate Sports Editor 
Flat tires on the team bus 
may have slowed the drive on 
the road for the field hockev 
team. but the wheels of its of-
fense were in motion for most of 
the weekend as it came home 
with a 3-1 mark. The junior 
varsity squad compiled a 
weekend record of 2+2. 
Bringing a 3-{) record into the 
weekend's comp£Otition. the 
Salukis had some air let out of 
their sails when they lost 4-2 to 
Miami I Ohio) in Oxford. The air 
out of their tires was lost later. 
after someone slashed the four 
tires in Sauk Valley Saturday 
night. 
By then the Salukis had 
picked up speed and two of the 
three victories. The Salukis 
defeated NotrE: Dame 4-2. 
Earlham 7..f! anlJ Wheaton lHl. 
"We had lots of scoring from 
lots of different pt'ople." said 
Coach Julee IIln£Or. "and I think 
that really shows the depth and 
strength of a team." 
Leading the Saluki offense 
was junior Terry Draffkorn. a 
transfer from Illinois State who 
scored seven \'arsity goals. 
. 'Terrv really came into her 
own this weekend." IIIner said. 
Another scoring leader for the 
Salukis was freshman Patty 
Lauer. who scored four of the 
JV goals. 
IlIner was espt'ciaUy pleased 
with the number of players who 
scored. Dore Wei! and Barb 
Donahue scored their first goals 
of the season and "that was kind 
of unusual. as they scored them 
from their halfback positions." 
IlIner said. 
At one point, Illner 
repositioned her players. 
putting her forwards into the 
backfield and moving her 
defenders into the front line. 
"We were so far ahead it 
didn't matter." Illner said. 
"We've done this in practice. 
but in a game situation. it gives 
~:;~ p~::ia~r t~~e o~~~~t~~~~ ~~ 
do.' 
The Salukis showed im-
provement in stickwork and 
passing. according to the coach. 
"They were looking more for 
the open player and using mor! 
back and flat passes instead of 
just sending the ball forward." 
she said. 
The Salukis did experience 
some trouble during the 
weekend. according to IIlner. 
Sh~;'~;I~aa~~ f:sT~ ni~e~n:a~~ 
"Miami didn't score for the first 
17 minutes of the first half. but 
once they scored. we were a 
little intimidated and we backed 
off. We played totally on the 
defensive; we weren't 
aggressive enough." 
After being down 2-0 at the 
half. the Salukis started to get 
things together. "We started 
applying pressure. but we w£Ore 
too far behind." Illner said. 
"We had 16 shots on goal in the 
second half. and Miami only 
had three. but they scorerl on 
two of those. 
"There was some misun-
~i~~~fe~~~nfiln:rb~~~d. r,~~~~~~ 
were times we weren't sure of 
what we were doing, and 
everyone would go for the ball. I 
think we have that straightened 
out now." 
Piha to undergo surgery 
8y DaD Devine 
Stall Writer 
For the second time in a 
month Steve Piha's future 
career will be decided on an 
operating table. 
The SIU-C center tore 
cartilage in his right knee in 
Saturday's 35-30 loss to 
Arkansas State, and doctors 
Monday were conSidering 
what course to take next. 
Piha hurt the same knee in 
August and battled back after 
an arthroscope to play in the 
Salukis last two games. This 
time the injury looks more 
severe. 
Saluki Coach Rey Dempsey 
explained the doctors 
diagnosis after practice 
Monday. He said that Piha 
will either have another 
arthroscope and have a 
chance to return in a month, 
or he will undergo recon-
structive surgery, which 
would shelve him for the 
season. In either case, the 
junior center will once more 
have to consider retirement. 
,;/-;.~. ,,,a.,,,"« .\~~~" 4th ~, ~ tv-Y"~ , '( e.r. y-~\  ) AnnIVersary 
. I. ( Celebration! ~,\. Mid-eadem MON-flll 
S.~·I ~ 
fllmL •••••• : ••••• It. film/. .. , •••.• , •• $ 1.99 
Shitu.w ...... $1.99 ShitldC ............ S2.99 
H ............... .. 99. H .............. .. SI.99 
Ba. GllllIIj ......... 99t St. GllllIIIj .••••••• S I." 
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GRID from Page 20 
linebacker. and missed seeing 
the reception. 
Pugh made the big catch on 
that final drive, when he came 
across the field to snare a nine-
yard pass on fourth and six to 
the Arkansas State eight. 
The Saluki tight end finished 
with six receptions. most of 
them over the middle. for 46 
yards and a touchdown. 
Right guard Walsh was part 
of a Saluki line that provided 
Johnson with a comfortable 
pocket to find receivers from. 
Johnson was only sacked once. 
~ EARNTO 
... , SKYDIVEI 
'" -Join the .. -time 
fN,ATIONAL CHAMPIO 
SIU SKYDIVING CLUB 
-The Club leaves from 
in front of the Student 
Center at 8 a.m. every 
Saturdov 
S90 'ncludes 1st Jump Course 
and SIU Club Membership. 
Call Mt-7U7 
Williams punted four times 
for 215 yards (a 53.S-yard 
average) with the help of some 
!oi'mitous bounces. Only one of 
h:s kicks was returned. The 
Salukis' backup quarterback 
has quietly filled what was a 
major trouble spot when the 
season began. He has punted 16 
times for a 39.I-yard average. 
Despite getting hammered by 
the Indian ground game, the 
Saluki injuries were suffered by 
offensive players. The most 
serious was another knee injury 
to center Steve Piha. Piha tore 
INTltAMURAL SPORTS 
sponsors 
Men'. & Women'. 
'LAG POOnAU 
TOURNAMINTS 
ILiGIRII All SIU 
students (except current 
Intercollegiate Football 
cartilage in his right knee, the 
same knee that underwent an 
arthroscope in late August. 
Offensive tackle Ed Wedell 
suffered a bruised knee and 
running back Derrick Taylor 
left the game with a stomach 
and groin injury after a hard 
tackle in the third quarter. 
SIU-C begins a three game 
road trip Saturday at Southw~st 
Louisiana. It folfows that WIth 
games at Florida State and 
Tulsa. 
players) and Faculty/stoff with SRC Use Cord. 
INTRIIS DUI: .PLAY.GINS: 
Oct. 4. 11 :oopm Sot. Oct. 9 
CAPTAINS' MlITING: 5:00pm Monday. Oct. 4. 
Room 158SRC 
fOOT8ALL OFP.ClALS MIITING' Oct. 4. 5:00pm 
Room 158SRC 
Rosters & informotion available at SRC Info. DeSk 
DAVIS AUTO CENTER 
R.R.l-Makando ('12 Mi. S. of Jet. Old 51 & New 51) 
On Cedar Creek Rd. 549-3675 
FALL TUNE-UP 
SPECIAL 
8 cylinder $34.95 
6 cyl inder $30.95 
.. cylinder $28.95 
TIRE SALE 
Full-Ply Polyester Cord 
and 
Whitewall 
SIZE COST SIZE COST 
... 78-13 531.00 G78·1. 136.00 
... 78-13 $32.00 H78-1. $38.00 
C78-1. $33.00 G78-15 136.00 
V8-I. $:WOO H78-15 $38.00 
F78-I. $35.00 l:-a-15 $41.00 





PI85175 R·13 $44.00 
PI85/75 R·I. $45.00 
PI95/75 R·I. $48.00 
P205/75 R·I. $48.00 
P21517SR·l. $51.00 
P20517S R·15 $52.00 
P21517SR-15 153.00 
pm175R·1S $55.00 
P23517S R-15 $58.00 
-Fr_ Mounting 
-Federal Tax .. 
Included 
The A.erlcan Tap 




75. Jack Daniell 
704 SeaAraml 
75C Sp_dralll 
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P, ~ _th __ Month On Special All ~ay & Night 
~. ,~~-~" Myar's Rum 




sea~on or beginning of spring 
season. said LeFevere. 
Wadmark. a freshman. has 
been playing at No. 1 singles 
and his performance this 
weekend "strengthened his 
case." LeFevere said. "But 
Johr. Grief. who has been 
playing No.2. has been playing 
well." 
Grief. a senior. has also 
played well in his doubles game 
with David Filer. LeFevere 
said. 
Also on the list of Saluki 
standouts this weekend was 
Scott Krueger. Krueger lost his 
first match. but won the con-
solation tournament by netting 





TWO HAPl>Y HOURS EVERYDAY 
Mallon of ISU by winning &-4. 6-e:r~lie:r~s~e:as~on~I~:::tO~D:aV~id~ .. ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ 3. 
BACKPACKS 
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53&-3321 STUDENT CENTER 
• 
TI M£: 4pm·6pm 
IJA.,,: Tue.day Sept. 28th 
*'Win an Outfit!* 
(2 raffles during show) 
* FREE CHAMPAGNE for the ladies * 
* "Free Hers d'oeuvres.l" * 
Ilapp~ Ilvur 11-CJ 
Whiskey Sour 70. 
St. Pauli Girl 9 &::. () 
(Light & Dark) i.I \---' 
6T09'M 
All Day & Night 
50. Drafts 
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Newcomers 
add strength 
to men netters 
By JoAnn Marciszewski 
Associate Sports Editor 
The SIU-C men's tennis team 
placed second with some strong 
matches in the eight-team 
Illinois Intercollegiates this 
weekeno with 40 points, ac· 
cording to Coach Dick 
LeFevere. 
SIU-Edwardsville took the 
title with 76. and Illinois was 
third with 36. Illinois State, 
Eastern Illinois, Augustana. 
Illinois-Chicago and Nor· 
theastern rounded out the field. 
"We lOOKed good in several 
places and I'm tlelighted that 
we picked up enough points to 
beat Illinois," LeFevere said. 
"Illinois has a very good team 
and when we meet them head· 
on it will be a heck of a match." 
Before facing Illinois again, 
however, the Salukis will meet 
Southeastern Missouri in a 
practice match at 3 p.m. 
Tuesday at the Arena Courts. 
This weekend, they will travel 
to the Notre Dame Invitational 
in South Bend. 
Staff Photo by Greg Drezdzon 
Lisa Warrem. SIlJ~. No. I • ingles player. dem_ .... tes dlat coneen .... &Ioa and keepiDg ber eye _ die baD are aeceuary to wiD. 
Besides thei~' hosts in South 
Bend, the Salultis will face Oral 
Roberts and Illinois State. 
"If we don't win them all, I'll 
be pretty di~appointed," said 
the Saluki coach. "And I say 
that even without knowing what 
Notre Dame and Oral Roberts 
have and recruited this year." 
Auld's netters roll along, 
add Belleville to victilD list 
By Brian lliggins 
Staff Writer 
The SIU-C nelters keep 
rolling along. much in the 
manner of a steamroller, 
plowing hapless opponents into 
the courts beneath them. The 
steamroller continued un-
daunted Monday as Coach Judy 
Auld's sfluad dismembered 
Belleville Area Junior College. 
The Salukis clinched the 
match even before the doubles 
teams took the court, carving 
out a 5-1 margin in singles play. 
Lisa Warrem kept her winning 
streak alive by pounding 
Belleville's Laurie Lehman, 6-3, 
H in the top singles position. 
Alessandra Molinari got a rest 
in the second slot, but Mary Pat 
Kramer had no trouble moving 
up from her usual third position 
to fill in. winnining easily over 
Diana Durkee, 6-1, 6-1. Stacy 
Sherman took over Kramer's 
No.3 position and beat Jo Ann 
Poneleit, 6-1, 6-3. 
The second half of Auld's 
assault consisted of players who 
usually don't see much singles 
action. Amanda Allen, who 
teams with Molina i at No. 2 
doubles, proved hel worth as a 
solOist by destro 'ing Lynn 
Bellina, 6-1, 6-1. Kr.:i Stauffer, 
like Allen, raised her record to 
2-0 on the season by acing 
Jeanne Arterburn, 6-0, 6-1. The 
Salukis only loss of the match 
occurred at the sixth singles 
position, where Belleville's 
Rhendy Hutchcraft struggled 
past Suzanne Garoian (1-1),6-3, 
4-6, 6-0. 
The SIU-C doubles pairs went 
undefeated for the third match 
in a row, raising the final 
margin over Belleville to B-1. 
The first duo of Warrem and 
Heidi Eastman beat Lehman 
and Poneleit, 6-2, 6-2, while 
team~ates Molinari and Allen 
were doing likewise to 
Belleville's Bellina and Durkee, 
6-0, 6-1. 
Maureen Harney, getting a 
day off from her singles toils, 
teamed with Stauffer to destroy 
Belleville's Arterburn and 
Jeiu" Nieman, 6-1, 6-1. 
The Salukis, who now stand 8-
1 on the year, will steam roll 
their way into Charleston on 
Thursday to face an Eastern 
ILinois squad that they crushed 
this past weekend. From there 
they will run express to 
Wheaton to take on Wheaton 
College on Friday, and the trek 
will end on Saturday when SIU-
C rolls into Evanston to face the 
nationally ranked Northwestern 
Wildcats. 
Last-second scoring 
has Salukis still dazed 
By Dan Devine 
Staff Writer 
Three days after Arkansas 
State receiver Gill Stegal ap-
peared, ghostlike. from out of 
bounds and re-appeared in the 
endzone with a 45-yard touch· 
down strike that shocked SIU·c' 
some people were still looking 
for a penalty flag. or a protest, 
or a special dispensation from 
the Pope maybe. None was 
forthcoming. The Salukis are 
still 3-1. after being four seconds 
from a 4-0 !'tart. 
"He threw a desperation 
shot," said Saluki Coach ~ey 
Dempsey. "It is 2 fluke thmg, 
but it shouldn't happen to us. 
When you're good, you don't let 
that happen." 
In his Sunday night television 
show. Dempsey said that Greg 
Shipp indeed had forced Stegal 
out. and that he had no 
argument with the call. 
"Agony," said Dempsey in a 
morbidly quiet locker room. 
"Now you know what the TV 
guys say about the agony of 
defeat." The Saluki coach 
managed a small smile. 
In truth. the Salukis ",ere 
dominated mo-5t of the game by 
an Arkansas running game that 
embarrassed Dempsey and 
rolled over his defenders. 
Arkansas had 472 yards rushing 
and kept the ball more than 34 
minutes. including an ll·minute 
third quarter that almost 
knocked out SIU·C. 
Only the heroic efforts of 
quarterback Rick Johnson kept 
the team conscious. Johnson 
had his best day ever as a 
college quareterback. throwing 
. for a career high 310 drives and 
manufacturing a fouc-minute. 
8O-yard drive that gave SIU-C a 
30-28 lead with little more than a 
minute to go. 
Johnson slipped a bit by only 
tieing the Saluki career com· 
pletion mark (he had broken it 
in the two previous weeks), and 
threw more than 40 times for 
the third straight week. He was 
24 for 43 and 310 yards with 
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three touchdowns and only one 
interception. 
On the season he has thrown 
for 1.007 yards and eight touch-
downs in four games. 
The Saluki quarterback was 
one of five team award winners, 
all of whom were offensive 
players. Other winners were 
wide receiver Marvin Hinton, 
tight end Pierre Pugh. guard 
Frank Walsh and punter Rich 
Williams. 
Hinton caught nine passes for 
157 yards including a Willie 
Mays-type catch in the endzone 
that gave the Salukis their final 
touchdown. From the eight-
yard line. Johnson went to 
Hinton three times. hitting him 
with a high floater on third 
down that the wide receiver 
didn't pick up until it was 
almost on him. 
"It's a timing pattern," said 
Johnson, who was flat on his 
back, courtesy of a blitzir.g 
See GRID, Page 18 
Washington 
keeps top spot 
By the Associated Press 
The Pitt Panthers. who 
dropped from first to third 
despite an unbeated record. 
moved up to second place 
Monday in the Associated Press 
college football poll, only seven 
points behind NO.1 Washington. 
Penn State jumped from 
eighth to third while Nebraska 
fell from second to eighth 
Three teams - Boston 
College. Minnesota and Auburn 
- made the Top Twenty for the 
first time this season. while 
Ohio State. Illinois and 
Michigan dropped out. 
Florida rose from fifth to 
fourth with one first·place vote. 
The Gators swapped places 
with Alabama, which edged 
Vanderbilt 24-21. 
LeFevere said that this squad 
is one of the strongest he's had 
and expects to see gradual 
improvement over the season. 
He mentioned that several 
Salukic; played well at the In· 
tercollegiates, including 
newcomer imports Per Wad-
mark of Sweden and Rolando 
Oliquino from the Phillipines. 
Wadmark had" two excellent 
wins", according to LeFevere. 
including a 7-6. 6-4 defeat of 
Mike Meyer of Illinois and a 4-6. 
6-2. 6-2 defeat .of Monty Op-
penheim of SIU-E before losing 
to Rob Suguso of SIU-E. 
Oliquino also won two matches 
before losing to SIU-E's Raemo 
Ojla 7-5, 6-7. 6-2. 
Though some players have 
been playing all or most of their 
matches at one position, the 
spots are not firm and will not 
be until the end of the fall 
Georgia climbed from 
seventh to sixth, while Southern 
Methodist dropped from sixth to 
seventh. See NETfERS, Page 19 
Foes weather golfers 
Dean Kirk 
Staff Writer 
Cold, hot and lukewarm may 
describe temperatures, but they 
also describe the performances 
of the SIU-C women's golf team 
an each day of the 54-hole 
Northern Intercollegiate Golf 
Tournament last weekend in 
Columbus, Ohio. 
The Salukis finished lOth of 22 
teams and had an overall score 
of 955, 52 points behind first· 
place Ohio State. 
The Salukis played 
"miserably" during the first 
round on Friday, said Dan 
Grimm. a graduate assistant in 
the Office of Student Affairs 
who went with the team. 
Grimm said the cold and 
rainy conditions during the first 
round were responsible for the 
women's poor showing on the 
Gray Golf Course. That day 
SIU-C finished 19th with a score 
of 332. 
But the score improved by 29 
strokes in the second round, 
Grimm said. He also said that 
there was intermittant rain that 
day as the Salukis shot scores in 
the middle 70s to movt" up tf1 
. loth place. . 
But that was the highest th. 
Salukis were to reach in the 
tournament as they shot a third-
round total of 320. a score in the 
"middle of the pack." Grimm 
said. 
Sus..n Fromuth of Ohio State 
was Ule tournament winner 
with a score of 223. Minnesota 
was second in the team stan-
dings with 920 and Indiana with 
925. 
Ohio Stare took over the 
tournament lead from Indiana 
State after tht: second round and 
led also in the third round. 
"They ran away with the 
tournament," Grimm said. 
Sue Arbogast was the Salukis'. 
leading scorer with scores of 79, 
79 and 78 for a three-day total of 
236. She was followed by Kim 
Oliver with 239 and Lisa Rott-
man·Bremer with 243. Jill 
Bertram and Lisa Kartheiser 
each had 244. 
Grimm said with the ex-
ception of Arbogast, the Salukis 
played in('onsistently from 
round to round. 
Grimm said he has been a 
"friend" of the Women's 
Athletics Department for two 
years and was asked to go with 
the women's team bt'cause 
Coach Mary Beth McGirr is 
with the men's squad. 
